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ABSTRACT
Lock-On has been observed in GaAs and InP based Photo-Conductive
Semiconductor Switch (PCSS) almost two decades ago. Although numerous attempts
have been made so far, conclusive explanation for all related features associated with
Lock-On is yet to be made. Since now-a-days, focus has been shifted to wide band gap
materials like GaN for developing high power and high voltage PCSS, it is also important
to probe the possibility of Lock-On in GaN. This particular thesis developed onedimensional time dependent simulation model which can be used to investigate the
possibility of Lock-On in any materials. First of all, the model has been tested on GaAs
and InP based PCSS. The results matches well with experimental data which proves the
validity of the model. Band to trap impact ionization and photon recycling are seen to be
the dominating forces to Lock-On. Then the model has been extended to GaN. Different
scenarios have been tested to find out the most favorable condition that leads to Lock-On.
Finally, some high E-field related issues are discussed for future 2D simulations.
Different device structures have been proposed and comparative analysis has been done
to figure out best solution for reliable and stable device structures for high power
application.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation
A Photo-Conductive Semiconductor switch (PCSS) is an opto-electrical device
made of semi-insulating semiconductor material which can be triggered by optical
excitation. This type of switch has applications in high power, high voltage and pulsed
power operation. In this work, we will discuss about an interesting operational mode of
PCSS which is called ″Lock-On″. This is a non-linear mode of operation in which the
switch can conduct even in the absence of an external laser pulse. As a result, a large
conduction can be achieved with relatively minimal optical input, resulting in an efficient
mode of optical-to-electrical power conversion. In other words, the phenomena of LockOn ensures that the switch can operate with high efficiency to provide a large electrical
output from just a very short duration optical input. However, the Lock-On mode is not
always very stable, and the PCSS operating in this mode can susceptible to electrical
breakdown through internal filamentary conduction, heating and thermal runaway. The
conclusive physical mechanism for Lock-On is yet to be ascertained, though some
theories on its origin have been put forward in the literature. Hence, the analysis of LockOn and a complete understanding of the on-going physical phenomena and processes are
important for the ultimate development of ultra-fast optical switches for pulsed power.
Since new and more advanced materials having superior properties are now available and
could be considered for PCSS applications, it also becomes important to investigate the
possibility of Lock-On in such emerging materials.

1
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The main motivation of this dissertation research is to explain the physical
mechanisms of Lock-On for direct bandgap semiconductor materials like GaAs and InP.
Based on the analyses and successful studies, the scope broadens to probing and
understanding the possibilities of Lock-On in future generation wide bandgap materials.

1.2 Scope of the Thesis
In this research, a one-dimensional (1D) time dependent, physics-based
simulation model is developed to study the inherent and underlying mechanisms of LockOn. This model uses Poisson’s equation to solve for the voltage and electric-field
distributions from the available carrier densities at each time step. The flow of carriers is
then modeled based on the drift-diffusion equation. Different hypotheses have been made
so far in the literature aimed at providing an explanation of Lock-On. All of them are
studied carefully. Based on the limitations that most of them seem to have, the possible
impact and role of new physical mechanisms are proposed. All possible physical
mechanisms which are considered important for Lock-On are included in the present
model. The idea is not just to look at the final device current, but to observe carefully the
evolution of the electric-field and carrier densities inside the device both during and after
the optical triggering. Such analyses would provide valuable information about the LockOn process. Our proposed model is universal and general which means that it can be used
for any material, simply by making appropriate changes in the material parameters.
The goals of this research effort are: (i) to explain the Lock-On phenomena in
known materials such as GaAs and InP, and (ii) extend the model for future generation
materials (such as GaN) and predict Lock-On behavior in these PCSS devices. For
2
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completeness, this work also takes attempts to extend the model to two-dimensions, and
discusses some pertinent issues with two-dimensional (2D) simulations. Also, the issue of
trying to mitigate the internal fields, especially at the semiconductor contacts is also
discussed. A few different structures are proposed, and the mitigation in electric fields
possible are discussed.

1.3 Outline
The thesis is divided into five chapters. Chapter 2 provides the general
introduction and background of PCSS devices, their applications and advantages. It also
includes the basic concept of Lock-On and its experimental observations. In Chapter 3,
the features of Lock-On are discussed more fully. The previous theories and proposed
models to explain Lock-On are enumerated. The possibilities of some new concepts and
physics are also investigated. Based on the discussions and qualitative analyses, some
new theories are proposed and their possible contribution to Lock-On studies proposed.
The detailed model scheme to be used for simulations in this research effort is also
provided in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 discusses the results obtained from the simulations,
their explanations, and analyses. Simulations have been run for different materials,
electrical conditions (such as biasing levels), and scenarios with the results carefully
compared with available experimental results. Using all of this output, a complete and
conclusive theory for Lock-On is established and laid out, which can explain almost all
the associated features. Some challenging issues with 2D structures are also discussed.
New structures are proposed and their advantages over current design are established
from simulation using COMSOL. Finally, Chapter 5 presents relevant and salient
concluding remarks and outlines the potential for future work that could be carried out.
3
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CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Photo-Conductive Semiconductor Switch
The idea of a Photo-Conductive Semiconductor Switch (PCSS) emerged in
attempting to develop ultra-fast electronic devices that can operate with sub-picosecond
temporal resolution. The possibility of having such devices become more plausible in the
1970’s with the availability of femtosecond lasers. The first demonstration of picosecond
optically triggered electronic devices for pulsed power was made by Jayraman and Lee in
1972 [1]. They used Cr:GaAs as their semiconductor material with a band gap of 1.5eV.
Their available laser photon energy was 1.17eV, so they used two-photon absorption for
their device. In 1975, Auston [2] showed picosecond switching, gating and sampling
voltage using a microstrip line based on Silicon. Since then, different materials, device
structures, biasing, optical pulse variations have all been studied by researchers to obtain
switches with higher blocking voltage, low leakage current in the off state, higher
conductivity in the on state, fast switching and low jitter. The many advantages of PCSSs
make them a perfect choice for many important applications where switching accuracy
and high electric field (E) capability are required, such as in microwave and millimeter
wave generation, impulse radar, and pulsed power systems, high-voltage pulse
generation, and electron-beam pumped lasers [3].

2.1.1 Operating Principles
Although different materials and structures has been proposed so far, the basic
operational principle of PCSS is generally simple and very similar. A switch typically has
4
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two contacts between which the bias is applied. Normally, both the contacts are ohmic,
but for certain applications Schottky contacts are used where very low leakage current is
desired. Position of contacts can be either vertical or lateral. Material for contacts, their
position, dimensions are all important criteria for the desired PCSS performance, and
have been studied extensively by researchers. For the PCSS device, semi-insulating
semiconductor is usually preferred for high voltage applications. Like other solid state
devices, PCSS were developed with Si and GaAs materials. GaAs is usually preferred
over Si because of its direct bang gap and shorter lifetime ensuring lower optical energy
and faster turn off. However, other materials have also been studied. Some examples of
alternate PCSS material systems are Fe: InP [4], CdS0.5Se0.5 [5], amorphous Si [6], Ge
[7], GaP [8], and Diamond [9]. Recently, interest has shifted to wide band gap materials
like SiC [10], GaN [11].
Without any photo-excitation, the switch holds off the voltage applied at the
contacts. Although an ideal switch should not conduct during the OFF-state, practically
however, due to the presence of the high E-field across the switch, intrinsic carriers can
flow in the device creating a ʺleakage currentʺ. The switch can be ʺTurned-onʺ by
applying an external photo-excitation. Upon photo-excitation, photons are absorbed in the
material. For a thin material, with the normal dimension less than the absorption length of
photons, absorption is nearly uniform throughout the material. Since the PCSS devices
are generally designed to block high voltages, the device dimensions are typically much
larger than the photon absorption length. So the absorption, which is dictated by the BeerLampert Law [12], which predicts an exponential-type non-uniform behavior. Thus, the
optical intensity I(z) propagating into the material is given as: I(z) = I(z=0) exp(-αz),
5
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where z is the normal distance from the incident surface into the absorbing material, and
α is the wavelength-dependent absorption coefficient. The parameter α also depends on
the material and generally increases with shorter wavelength. This is associated with the
larger density of states available for absorption at higher energies. The optical absorption
can have two different processes involved. One of them is the direct transition of
electrons from the valence band to the conduction band which is called intrinsic
absorption. The other possibility involves transitions via some intermediate defects or
traps, and is referred to as extrinsic absorption.

Figure 2.1: Intrinsic and extrinsic absorption [13].
In either case, photo-excitation modulates the conductivity of material by creating
a lot of carriers. These carriers flow inside the device, driven by the applied bias across
6
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the switch. The flow generates high current and drives the device into the ON-state. For a
short duration optical pulse, the current quickly decays after the excitation is shut off. The
carriers generated either recombine, get trapped, or are collected at electrodes.

2.2 Classification of PCSS
Although the operating principle of a PCSS is generally simple, researchers have
probed different aspects of PCSS devices to develop high power and super-fast switches.
Based on this, PCSS devices can be classified into different categories on the basis of
different criteria.

2.2.1 Material
Performance of a PCSS is greatly controlled by its material property. So from the
advent of picosecond switching research, the focus was on searching for suitable
materials with a high bang gap, low recombination times, better thermal properties,
higher carrier velocities etc. A discussion of some of the desirable characteristics of
PCSS, which can depend on the material properties, are discussed next.
High Blocking Voltage: For high voltage pulsed power application, a switch must
withstand high voltages in the range of several kilo-Volts (kV). Typically, wide band gap
materials are good choices since they have high breakdown field and so can withstand
high applied voltages. Also, for obtaining a certain blocking field, material with high
breakdown field provides the flexibility of a smaller device.
High Off-state Resistance: High off-state resistance ensures very low currents through
the switch, and makes the switch voltage nearly equal the applied bias. Again, wide band
gap materials are preferred because of the low leakage currents. At room temperature,
7
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very few carriers are able to overcome the high bandgap energy barrier, so the dark
resistivity is quite high for wide band gap materials.
Fast Opening: Turn off time of the switch is determined by how quickly the optically
generated carriers are swept out of the device, recombine, or trapped at the defect levels.
Desired materials should exhibit low carrier lifetimes, empty defect levels and high drift
velocity for higher currents.
Low On-state Resistance: For very low conduction voltage, on-state resistance of PCSS
should be very low. Material with high drift velocity of electrons and holes would be the
ideal choice for high conduction current resulting in low on-state resistance.
Fast Closing: Upon photo-excitation, the closing time of a PCSS is dictated by the
generation rate of carriers. Although this rate depends in part on the laser properties,
some of the material properties are also important and play a role. The absorption depth
within a material at a given laser energy determines the area of the device within which
the carriers are generated. Higher absorption ensures higher generation, fast closing and
also higher optical-to-electrical efficiency.
Heat Management: PCSS devices for high power applications should be designed to
operate at high voltages and currents. For such applications, heat management becomes
really important. Also, the PCSS operates in one particular mode, called the ʺLock-Onʺ,
in which high currents flow through the device for long times. These high currents are
also associated with localized high current density filaments and high electric-field
domains, both of which travel inside the device. Operating the switch in this non-linear
mode often causes localized heating, and can subject the device to cracking, breakdown,
8
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thermal runaway etc. To avoid these from occurring, the thermal conductivity and other
thermal parameters of the material are of great importance.
Direct and Indirect Band Gap Materials: Typically, direct band gap materials are
preferred not only for PCSS devices, but for any optically driven semiconductor devices.
For direct band gap materials, transitions of electrons and holes occur between valence
band and the conduction band due to absorption of photons while conserving the overall
momentum. In direct transitions, no phonons are involved. The photon energy is entirely
used to excite electrons from the valence band to the conduction band. Hence, the
required optical energy for direct transitions is much less.
For indirect band gap materials, absorbed photon energy is used for exciting
electrons and also for the exchange of phonons for supplying the requisite momentum.
Emission

of

phonons

results

in

more

optical

Figure 2.2: Direct and Indirect Optical Transitions in semiconductors [14].
energy being needed as compared to direct band gap materials. So for opto-electronic
devices, direct band gap materials (e.g., GaAs, GaN) are preferred over indirect band gap
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materials (e.g., Si, SiC, Ge). Processes for direct and indirect transitions are depicted in
figure 2.2.
Some of the material that has been studied so far and also some prospective materials are
discussed next.
Silicon: Traditionally, Si has been considered in most of the early semiconductor
devices, including the PCSS. Auston used microstrip lines in silicon to demonstrate
subpicosecond switching. Silicon has a band gap of approximately 1.1eV, which can
absorb Nd:YAG laser light at a wavelength, λ of 1.06 μm [15]. The absorption depth at
this wavelength is 1.0 mm. The main advantages of using Si are its mature fabrication
process and superior material quality. Properties of Si are well-studied and can be
modeled easily. That is a reason for preferring Si material for a lot of solid-state
applications such as memory devices, micro-processors etc. However, for PCSS, an
indirect bang gap material like Si would require higher optical energy to excite the
carriers, and thus reduce the optical-to-electrical conversion efficiency. Also, the longer
lifetimes of electrons in Si mean the larger ʺturn-offʺ times for Si based switches, which
decreases the overall speed [16]. Having a high leakage current and inferior thermal
conductivity are also other major drawbacks of Si material.
GaAs: GaAs has several properties such as its direct bandgap, high electron
mobility, and large dark resistivity, for which it is considered as a potential candidate
material for photo-conductive switches. The high mobility or high velocity, reduces the
required optical energy to obtain a desired resistance, since the flow is enhanced. Its
direct bandgap, as compared to Si or SiC, implies that a higher optical conversion
10
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efficiency is made possible. GaAs also exhibits a very unique feature of photoconductivity, named as ʺLock-Onʺ or ʺPersistent Conductivityʺ. In the Lock-On mode,
current is sustained even though laser is shut off, as long as the external electric field is
maintained above a certain threshold value [17].
InP: InP is also a direct band gap material, having higher mobility than Si and
almost the same band gap as GaAs. Although, InP is less preferred and studied than
GaAs due to its longer lifetime of minority carriers [18]. InP also exhibits the non-linear
mode of operation similar to GaAs, but at slightly higher threshold electric-field [19].
SiC: Recent focus has begun to shift towards wide band gap materials such as
SiC (bandgap of 3.2eV) and GaN (bandgap of 3.4eV). One potential advantage for using
wide band gap materials for PCSS applications is they would be able to withstand much
higher applied voltages, while exhibiting much lower current in the OFF-state.
Advantages of SiC include its resistance to chemical attack and radiation, stability at high
temperatures, higher saturation electron drift velocity, larger thermal conductivity that
provides for better thermal management, and substantially higher breakdown fields in the
3–4 MVcm−1 range [20–22]. In addition, for the same breakdown voltage, the on-state
resistance of a SiC device is lower by two orders of magnitude as compared to Si [23].
Also, SiC exhibits advantages in terms of a higher thermal conductivity (~480 Wm−1K−1
versus ~130 Wm−1K−1), better Baliga- and bipolar- power handling figures of merit, a
longer absorption depth at 355 nm which would make for more uniform conductivity
modulations, and greater resistance to potential thermal decomposition (1700° K for
SiC). This material also has negligible inverse piezoelectric effects [24].
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Table 2.1: Comparison of properties of promising materials for PCSS [5].
Properties

Si

GaAs

4H-SiC

2H-GaN

Band Gap

1.12eV

1.43eV

3.2eV

3.4eV

Critical
breakdown field
strength

3x105V/cm

4x105V/cm

22x105V/cm

50x105V/cm

Electron
mobility

1500cm2/Vs

8500cm2/Vs

1141cm2/Vs

1000cm2/Vs

Hole mobility

600cm2/Vs

400cm2/Vs

200cm2/Vs

200cm2/Vs

Saturation
velocity

2x105m/s

1x105m/s

2x105m/s

3x105m/s

Thermal
conductivity

1.45W/cm oC

0.46W/cm oC

4.8W/cm oC

1.3W/cm oC

Intrinsic carrier
concentration

1.6x1016/m3

1.1x1013/m3

1.1x10-5/m3

5x10-7/m3

Work Function

4.8eV

4.7eV

4.75eV

4.1eV

Dielectric
Constant

11.8

10.9

10.9

8.9

GaN: GaN being a direct wide band gap material, appears better suited for high
voltage, pulsed-power applications. This material is stable at higher temperatures, has a
larger saturation electron drift velocity compared to GaAs by almost a factor of two, and
higher breakdown fields in the ~3 MV/cm range (versus ~ 0.4 MV/cm for GaAs). Also,
for the same breakdown voltage, the favorable thermal conductivity for GaN would allow
much larger packing density on a chip. Finally, GaN exhibits better Baliga- and Johnsonfigures of merit as compared GaAs [25] (e.g., ~24.6 versus ~9.6 and ~27.5 versus ~2.7,
12
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respectively), and greater resistance to potential thermal decomposition. For this reason,
GaN monolithic microwave integrated circuits have surpassed GaAs as the material of
choice for RF power transistors.

2.2.2 Classification According to the Operating Geometry
Lateral Geometry
For the lateral geometry, the optical source illuminates the device from the top
between the electrodes. For better PCSS operation, the desired scenario is to shine the
device over a larger area so that electron-hole pair generation occurs over a larger
distance at a higher efficiency. The optical radiation intensity decreases exponentially
with depth, in accord with the Beer-Lambert law dependence. So the maximum intensity
of excitation occurs at the top surface. Electric fields are generally highest at the contact
edges. Since contacts are at the surface, the generated electron-hole pairs can be swept
through the device quickly, resulting in high conduction current and fast turn-on times.
Also carriers are collected at electrodes which are at the surface, where most of the
carrier generation occurs, and so removal of excess carriers takes very little time. This
improves the turn off time.
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Figure 2.3: Front view of a Lateral Geometry.
Vertical Geometry
Another possible geometry is to shine the device from the sides while the
electrodes are placed at the top and bottom surfaces of the device. The front view has
been shown in figure 2.4. If the width of the device (along the direction of the incident
optical pulse) is large, then obviously, the light absorption and generation of electronhole pairs would not be very strong at the center point (and neighboring locations)
between the electrodes. As the electric-field is not very high at the point of excitation, the
generation rate, drift velocity, collection rate of carriers at electrodes all tend to be fairly
low. Hence, the ON-state current, turn-on, and turn-off times are not as good as compared
to the lateral geometry. One advantage this type of geometry, however, is the stability of
the device. Since the distance between the contacts is generally large, high electric-field
effects are mitigated. Hence the potential damage of the device due to localized heating,
surface flashover and breakdown through the surrounding air is less likely to occur in this
configuration.
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Figure 2.4: Front view of Vertical Geometry.

2.2.3 Classification According to the Device Contact
The type of contacts plays a major role in defining the performance and
characteristics of the device. Therefore, PCSS devices can be categorized according to
the type of contact as well.
Devices With Dual Ohmic Contacts
Using the same type of contacts will ensure the same current flow in either
direction. This should give rise to a more unidirectional conduction. Ohmic contact has
lower energy barrier from metal to semiconductor. So usually the ON-state resistance is
low and the switch acts close to a ʺshort circuitʺ in the closed state.
Fabrication of Ohmic contacts is facilitated by the use of selected metals,
depending on the semiconductor material. For example, Ni/AuGe for n-type GaAs, or
Au-based Ohmic contacts to p-GaAs [26], produce Ohmic contacts, and provide low
energy barriers for both electrons and holes. So two-carrier conduction is possible which
is favorable for high ON-state current. However, it has one potential risk to the device.
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Two-carrier conduction is often associated with a S-shaped current-voltage (I-V) curve
for some material such as GaAs. This S-shaped I-V curve usually leads to high localized
current termed as ʺFilamentary Current Conductionʺ which can contribute to strong local
heating and device failure.
Devices with One Ohmic (Injecting) and One Schottky (Blocking) Contact
The above scheme can be employed if the goals are to suppress double-injection
and to gain stability. In these situations, the photocurrents would tend to be lower than in
the case of dual Ohmic contacts, but provide the benefit of better device stability.
Devices with Both Schottky Contacts
These types of contacts lead to a device where the injection from the contacts is
not very strong. Physically, this occurs because the potential barriers for injection into the
semiconductor for both electrons and holes are high. Practically, this is attained by
selecting the proper metallization. For example, use of Ti/Pt/Au on GaAs leads to
Schottky contacts. As a result, the current through the device is almost solely controlled
by the external laser excitation.

2.3 Applications of PCSS
The PCSS devices have two major advantages: (i) First is it can handle high
power (in the Mega-Watt range), and block high voltages (in the kilo-Volt) range, while
carrying high currents (in the kilo-Ampere range), and (ii) Affords fast switching. As a
result, PCVSS devices can be used in applications in one or both contexts.
High Voltage Applications: PCSS is considered as an alternative to thermionic valves,
triggered spark gaps and thyristor racks in pulsed power applications. Even in the power
16
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electronics industry, they are considered as potential replacements for thyristors and
MOSFETs. The major advantages that PCSS provide is the ability to conduct high
current and block high voltage with degrading the device and also transition between on
and off state is very fast and doesn’t show any jitter. Also, since PCSS is made of bulk
semiconductor, the fabrication process is much simpler and easy to implement. Other
applications include high voltage pulse generators, high energy pulsed lasers, generation
of ultra wide-band microwaves, high frequency plasmatrons etc. The PCSS devices can
be used in generating ultra-wideband signals where one is trying to produce only a few
cycles per burst. Ultra-wideband is generally defined as a signal having a bandwidth that
is >25% of the center frequency and whose power spectrum is continuous between the
minimum and maximum frequency. Generally a frequency of 1GHz or higher is needed,
and switching speeds of tens to hundreds of picoseconds is required to precisely generate
the signals. The PCSS devices are capable of such speeds and also of repetitive action.
High frequency operation: With the development of ultra-fast femto-second pulse
mode-locked laser systems, the necessity for pico-second and sub pico-second electronic
switches were felt in early 70s. Since the demonstration of PCSS by Auston in 1975,
PCSS has become a device of interest for ultra-fast switching. PCSS devices can also be
used as fast optical detectors, high speed opto-electronic switches, for millimeter wave
control and switching, gating and sampling, pulse width measurements, and monitoring
the relaxation photo-excited carriers [27]. For ultra-fast switching, carrier lifetime must
be very low. Sub picosecond electrical pulses have been generated using asymmetric
excitation of long-carrier-lifetime material [28]. As these devices are used in low power
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application, low bang gap material with high recombination rate such as GaAs based
PCSS is considered a good solution.

2.4 Operational Mode of Photo-Conductive Switch
Linear Mode
Typical operation mode for PCSS is in the ʺLinear Modeʺ. In the linear mode, one
absorbed photon generates one electron-hole pair. The switch can withstand several kiloVolts external bias without any excitation. Once laser is applied, the absorbed photon
starts to create electron-hole pairs. The current then starts to increase due to movement of
the generated carriers. Consequently, the switch voltage drops to a very low value
depending on the on-state resistance of the switch. Since number of generated carriers
increases in direct proportion to the number of absorbed photons, photoconductivity also
increases linearly with the applied laser intensity. Hence, the name linear mode for such
an operation. The switch remains closed as long as the optical source is turned on.
Although generated electron-holes are lost due to recombination, trapping, and collection
at electrodes, during the on-state carrier generation is much higher than the loss; and so
high currents are maintained. Once the photo-excitation is stopped, rate of loss dominates
over the generation, and the number of excess carriers eventually drops and switch is
closed. This is the common mode of operation seen in most materials except GaAs and
InP [29]. For GaAs and InP, at high bias the device operates in a non-linear mode which
will be described later and is one of the major points of interest of this dissertation
research. As reported by Zuterven et. al. [30], linear mode of operation is shown in figure
2.5.
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Figure 2.5: Linear mode of operation where current falls after photo-excitation [30].
Non-linear Mode
Until 1990, linear mode of operation seemed to be the only mode PCSS can
operate. In 1990, while evaluating the performance of PCSS developed with GaAs,
Zutevern et.al. [30], first observed a very interesting phenomena which they termed as a
ʺNon-Linear Modeʺ of operation or ʺLock-Onʺ. Their switch was made of Cr doped
GaAs with a 15mm distance between the contacts. Switch was illuminated by a 532nm
Nd:YAG laser. At low bias, the switch was observed to operate in the linear mode. But as
the bias was increased beyond a certain threshold field, the current was seen to remain
high in the device even though the photo-excitation was turned off. Switch voltage was
observed to drop down to a low value, independent of the initial bias. Thus, the PCSS
was seen to sustain a current as long as certain voltage was maintained across the switch.
The mode was called ʺNon-linearʺ because electron-hole pairs continued to be generated
even without the presence of external optical excitation by the photons. Switch voltage
was seen to be Locked-On to a certain value, which was the basis for naming this mode
the ʺLock-Onʺ. Zutevern et. al [31-33] reported that ʺLock-Onʺ could also be observed in
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InP based PCSS devices as well, and this mode was associated with filamentary current
behavior. Figure 2.6 shows the first observation of Lock-on in GaAs based PCSS.

Figure 2.6: Switch Voltage in Lock-on mode in GaAs based PCSS [33].
Since the first reports on Lock-On, numerous researchers tried to investigate its
features and physical mechanisms behind it. Till now, a physics-based, plausible
explanation that covered all or most of the observed features pertaining to Lock-On was
not available. This dissertation will attempt to look at the different aspects of Lock-On,
and probe the possible physical mechanisms leading to Lock-On based on a predictive,
physoics-based model.
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CHAPTER III
MODEL AND SIMULATION DETAILS

3.1 Observation of Lock-On
In this section, we will discuss the various features observed experimentally with
Lock-On and numerous theories proposed so far to explain it. Zutevern el al. [29-33]
tested their set up with different types of GaAs samples, applied various voltages and
laser pulse intensities and summarized their findings. The key features reported for LockOn were as follows:
1. Lock-On occurs only when the voltage across the switch is greater than some
threshold lock-on voltage to which the switch settles upon switching. Later, when
different device dimensions were tested, it was found that the Lock-On voltage
varied with length; suggesting that the process is actually field-dependent and not
voltage dependent.
2. This Lock-On field ranges from 3.5 kV/cm for the purest, lowest resistivity GaAs
switches to 8 kV/cm on highest resistivity Cr-doped GaAs, and was 15 kV/cm
with InP at room temperature [29]. This is an important observation indicating
Lock-On is related to material properties as well as defects, doping and
impurities.
3. This field was found to be altered by varying the operating temperature and/or by
neutron irradiation. Since Lock-On shows a dependence on traps, these
observations lend further supports to the possibility. By varying temperature, trap
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occupancies can be altered. With neutron irradiation, trap densities and their
spatial profiles can be changed and both show significant impact on Lock-On.
4. To initiate Lock-On, switch must be triggered with an optical pulse. Without
triggering, the switch can withstand several kV of bias, but never goes into the
Lock-On mode. Also, without applying an external bias, Lock-On is not
achievable. So both voltage and optical pulse are a requirement for Lock-On in
PCSS devices.
5. The switch can be triggered into Lock-On with nearly three orders of magnitude
less optical energy than is required to reach a comparable on-resistance with
linear photoconductivity at low fields. This observation indicates some gain
mechanisms ongoing inside the device. The gain mechanism is not able to start by
itself without external optical excitation, but once started, can continue even in the
absence of optical excitation.
6. Lock-On is associated with current filamentation. Initially, it was assumed that
uniform excitation creates uniform current density. But as reported in [31], this
was not the case. High current density filaments were observed even for the
excitation limited to a narrow strip. Interestingly, for narrow space excitation, the
required optical energy was much less at around 2-10 uJ, whereas uniform
excitation required almost 1000 times more energy. Generally excitation close to
the contacts was seen to require much less energy for Lock-On and current
filaments formations, as compared to cases of central excitation. Another
important aspect of these filaments are their velocities. The reported velocities of
current filaments were reported in the 106 - 4x106 m/s, which were almost 10 time
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higher than the maximum velocity of electrons in GaAs [34]. So their formation
and movement cannot be explained on the basis of simple carrier drift velocities.
Also, the velocity is 25 times lower than the velocity of light in GaAs [35]. So this
phenomena cannot be explained with photon initiated processes inside the device
either.
7. Similar to the observations by Zutavern et. al. [29-33], W. Shi et. al. [36] also
reported the position of illumination plays a major role in determining the
threshold electric-field and the requisite optical energy for Lock-On. They applied
rectangular optical pulses along perpendicular and parallel orientations to the
contacts as shown in figure 3.1 and 3.2.

Figure 3.1: Optical pulse perpendicular to contacts [36].

Figure 3.2: Optical pulse parallel to contacts [36].

They found the required threshold electric-field has a strong dependence on the
illumination position with a trend quite dependent on the ways of illumination as shown
in Figures 3.3 and 3.4.
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Figure 3.3: Electric field threshold variation for illumination distance from cathode
(Optical pulse perpendicular to contacts) [36].

Figure 3.4: Electric Field Threshold variation for illumination distance from cathode
(Optical pulse parallel to contacts) [36].

3.2 Proposed Theories from the Literature
Ever since the first observance of Lock-On, numerous attempts have been
proposed to explain the phenomenon. Although none of them quite fully explain LockOn, it is necessary to look into them for understanding some of the drawbacks that would
help towards developing a more complete and relevant simulation model.
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3.2.1 Negative Differential Conductivity and Formation of Gunn Domains
Since Lock-On has been seen in GaAs and InP based PCSS, first attempts to
explain it was based on the negative differential mobility of GaAs and InP. Beyond a
certain threshold field, the electron population moves from the low-mass central valley to
the higher mass satellite valleys, thereby reducing their overall ensemble drift velocities.
The process and resulting negative slope is shown in figures 3.5 (a) and (b). So, velocity
starts to decrease after certain threshold field. This is called negative differential
conductivity (NDC) and it is unique feature of some direct bandgap materials like GaAs
[34], InP [37] and GaN [38]. Velocity versus electric-field characteristics for these
materials are shown in Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.5(a): Band diagram of GaAs and effective mass at different valleys [34].
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Figure 3.5(b): Negative mobility after certain threshold field [34].

Figure 3.6: Electron velocity versus field characteristics for GaAs, InP and GaN.
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The decrease in velocity happens for electric fields around 3.8-4.0 kV/cm for
GaAs, and in the 10-12kV/cm range for InP. These values are similar in magnitude to the
threshold field for Lock-On for these materials in their purest form. This is one of the
reasons why some have proposed that NDC plays some role behind Lock-On physics.
The NDC process is also associated with the formation of Gunn domains for highly
doped GaAs. These domains travel inside the device causing fluctuations in current over
time [39]. Figure 3.7 shows such behavior based on the current versus time in GaAs.

Figure 3.7: Current oscillation over time in GaAs at applied bias of 1400V [39].
The threshold field for formation of a Gunn domain is comparable to that required
for NDC, so it is quite possible that all three processes, namely, NDC, Gunn Domain and
Lock-On have some co-relation between them. However, any launch of a Gunn domain
requires fluctuations in either the electric field or carrier density near the cathode, which
could be fashioned by doping non-uniformities that are either deliberate (for example, a
“notch” structure) or through random imperfections. In semi-insulating materials, doping
is typically avoided, and so the creation of such domains would not seem easy.
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Furthermore, for stable domain formation, the transit time needs to be greater than the
dielectric relaxation time, leading to the Kroemer condition, [40] for which GaAs is:
nL>1012 cm-2, where n is the electron density and L the device length. It has been argued
by some that though the inherent carrier concentration in SI-GaAs would not be large to
satisfy the Kroemer requirement, photoexcitation would create a high enough electron
density to support Gunn domains. However, since higher electron concentrations could
be achieved upon photoexcitation, the conventional route of a perturbative field near the
cathode route to initiate a domain might not be very likely. In fact, the high density of
photo-excited carriers would work to smooth out any perturbative fields arising from
imperfections. Separation of the electron-hole pairs due to carrier drift in opposite
directions though might help create non-uniform fields internally. This polarization,
coupled with the negative differential mobility, could then give rise to enhanced fields
within the PCSS. Thus, the possibility of having non-uniform internal electric fields,
brought about by charge separation or perhaps through localized charge creation, does
remain.
Furthermore, it has been observed that the Lock-On behavior is independent of
the irradiation intensity as long as this intensity is sufficient to trigger the PCSS into the
Lock-On state. [41] This observation suggests a minimum carrier density requirement.
This aspect is consistent with the qualitative notion of polarization-driven field
enhancements, or the need to create a minimum level of carriers to initiate impact
ionization.
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3.2.2 Double Injection from the Contacts
Double injection has also been proposed as a possible mechanism for Lock-On
[41]. However, we take the view that double-injection occurs in semi-insulating GaAs
photo-conductive switches, as an independent outcome arising from the large trap
densities, coupled with high fields under which such pulsed-power devices operate.
Furthermore, though double-injection can lead to instabilities, [42] we propose this
process to be separate from Lock-On. Double injection gives rise to S-shaped currentvoltage characteristics that promote device instabilities. Filamentary conduction for
devices exhibiting S-shaped characteristics was discussed over fifty years ago by Ridley
based on thermodynamic considerations [43]. S-shaped behavior can be due to both high
field region (domain) and high current region (filament). The former one is voltage
controlled (i.e. voltage is the single-valued variable), and the latter is current controlled
(i.e., current is the single-values variable). The two types of curves are shown in figure
3.8.

Figure 3.8: Current density (J) vs field (F) characteristics for (a) voltage controlled (b)
current controlled S-shaped characteristics [43].
Voltage controlled curve is responsible for the formation of a high field domain, while
the current controlled curve influences localized high current filament formation, as
depicted in figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.9: (a) High field domain (b) High current filaments [43].
Two factors, lifetime modulation and internal polarization, lie at the heart of the
S-shaped behavior in the context of the SI-GaAs PCSS. The lifetime modulation [44, 45]
can simply be understood as follows. In a semi-insulating sample having traps below the
Fermi level, the trap levels are mostly occupied by electrons. Hence, the hole lifetime is
very short compared to that of the electrons, and conduction is dominated by electronic
flow. However, with increasing current (or due to increased photoexcitation), the hole
density increases and so does recombination with the filled traps.
This then begins to empty the occupied traps. An ever increasing fraction of traps,
starting from the cathode side and gradually moving to the anode, thus becomes
unoccupied/empty. These unfilled traps can no longer capture holes, and hence the hole
lifetime dramatically increases.
A similar modulation of electronic lifetime can also occur if there happens to be
empty traps above the Fermi level, which gradually start filling with increasing current.
In this scenario, the quasi-Fermi level for electrons simply moves above the trap energy
with increasing currents. This would lead to trap filling, and reductions in electron
trapping, thereby lengthening the electron lifetimes.
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Increases in carrier lifetimes not only enhance currents, but also lead to larger
voltage drops across circuit resistances, thus reducing the device potential. Polarization
effects, due to charge separation between the dual electron-hole populations, also lower
the internal fields. Thus, increased currents with the corresponding device voltage
decrease, then leading to an S-shaped characteristic. Since such lifetime modulation
depends on the availability of mobile charge to fill traps, it can be facilitated either under
large photoexcitation, or when the applied voltage is high enough to force strong carrier
injection.
In any event, double-injection is likely to occur in semiconductors with a strong
presence of traps, aided by field dependent processes [46]. However, the process of
double injection does not necessarily require a direct semiconductor material such as
GaAs. In fact, the S-shaped negative differential current characteristics have been
reported in silicon materials [47], without any Lock-On. This underscores that
filamentation and Lock-On are independent effects, although they can both arise in the
context of semi-insulating material containing traps.

3.2.3 Carrier-Carrier Scattering
For completeness, it may be mentioned that strong carrier-carrier scattering has
also been suggested as a potential cause for filamentation [48]. However, since carriercarrier scattering maintains the overall momentum and energy of the system, these
interactions only work to smooth-out the carrier distribution function. So, dramatic shifts
in current, or local heating, or the creation of a large “tail” in the distribution function
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beyond the ionization threshold are not likely to occur on the basis of carrier-carrier
processes.

3.2.4 Band to Band Impact Ionization
Band-to-band impact ionization by electrons is one process that has been explored
[49-51] Ionization rates for electron initiated band-to-band ionization in GaAs were fit to
expressions stemming from the theories originally proposed by Crowell and Sze [52] and
Shockley [53]. However, detailed calculations of band-to-band impact ionization on the
basis of a realistic wavevector-dependent GaAs band structure [54, 55] have shown that
impact ionization at fields around 4 kV/cm is negligible. Figure 3.10 shows impact
ionization co-efficient variation with field [56].

Figure 3.10: Electron impact ionization co-efficient variation with inverse of electricfield [56].

A simple curve fit of the field dependent ionization coefficient
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expression:

, with F denoting the electric field in V/cm.

So, at electric field values around 10 kV/cm (taking a conservatively higher magnitude in
comparison to the 4 kV/cm Lock-On threshold), the curve-fit yields an ionization
coefficient

of almost zero. This low value indicates a negligible role for band-to-

band ionization with regard to the Lock-On phenomenon.
As evident from above discussions, the proposed theories are not convincing
enough to understand the inherent physics of Lock-On. So, the scope for studying the
physical mechanisms of Lock-On and explaining the experimental observation is still
valid.

3.3 Physical Mechanisms Included in Our Model
Because of the shortcomings of the proposed theories and physical mechanisms,
we need to look into other physical mechanisms and material properties. Our goal is to
develop one-dimensional (1D) time dependent simulation model, including all necessary
physics that can be used for any material with necessary parameter changes.

3.3.1 Role of Traps
Traps play an important role in modifying the performance of semiconductor
materials. Both GaAs and InP are reported to have certain types of traps. In quest for
possible explanation of Lock-On, properties of traps and their possible impact must be
considered carefully.
For GaAs, the most common trap is the so-called EL2 trap. Semi-insulating (SI)
GaAs is generally grown using Bridgman technique or the liquid encapsulated
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Czochralski commonly known as LEC method [57]. Due to the growth process,
compensating the bound electrons and holes of shallow donors and acceptors is
transferred to having deep levels between the conduction and valence band states [58].
The compensation can be performed in two ways: one is through intentional doping with
the deep acceptor Cr, thus creating SI GaAs:Cr which is the most commonly used form of
GaAs [59]. Or alternatively, one can use crystal growth in an As-rich environment so that
deep donor defect EL2 dominates the shallow defects and impurities. For both doped and
undoped SI-GaAs [60], EL2 is always present along with some other shallow defects
[57]. Concentration of EL2 in SI-GaAs is around 1016/cm3 [39]. This concentration does
not change much with the density of electrons ranging from 107/cm3 and 1016/cm3. There
are two energy levels of EL2 traps; first one is called the ground state which lies at midband gap around 0.75eV under conduction band [61]. This is the stable level and plays
pivotal role of determining the properties of GaAs. Another level is at 0.52eV over the
valence band, which has a double positive charge and is unstable [39]. Similarly, for InP,
trap level is reported around 0.34eV under conduction band with trap density of
3x1019/m3 [62].

3.3.2 Trapping and De-trapping
Traps play a major role in determining the material properties. Traps can capture
electrons and holes and also emit them. In steady state, occupancy of traps depends on
the energy level of the traps, Fermi level and temperature. Occupied traps are given by
the following equation
...,
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where, NT = Total Trap Density, NT- = Occupied Trap Density, ET = Energy level of trap,
Ef = Fermi Level, and T = Temperature
For semi-insulating material, the Fermi level is almost at the mid band gap. So the
deeper the trap level, the more the probability of its occupancy. Without the presence of
electric-field, electrons and holes can be captured in the traps, and traps can also emit
electrons to the conduction band and holes to the valence band to maintain dynamic
equilibrium. Capture rate of electrons is proportional to the number of electrons in the
conduction band and number of un-occupied traps. There is a proportional constant, cn
called the capture coefficient (cn) which is dependent of the electric-field and
temperature. Emission rate of electrons is proportional to the number of occupied traps,
and the proportional constant is called emission coefficient (en) of electrons. Similarly,
holes also have their respective capture and emission coefficients. The process of capture
and emission is shown in Figure 3.11.

Figure 3.11: Capture and emission process for electrons and holes in traps.
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The capture and emission rates are field dependent [63]. Very briefly, for an
electric field F, the capture (or emission) rate coefficient cn (or en) can symbolically be
written as cn(F) [=cn Rcn(F)] or en(F) [=en Ren(F)], where Rcn(F) and Ren(F) represent
field-dependent factors. The field dependence for the capture coefficient arises since an
applied field increases the average kinetic energy of electrons, making it easier for them
to surmount a repulsive potential barrier. Alternatively, on the basis of the Lucovsky
model [64], increased quantum mechanical tunneling of electrons through the potential
barrier would increase the capture coefficients. Such electric field dependence of electron
trapping was supported by the work of Sacks and Milnes [65] and the behavior of EL2
traps in GaAs [66]. However, in the high electric field regime, carrier heating would
cause the capture rate to decrease, since a long sequence of phonon emissions would then
be required for the eventual and successful trapping of mobile carriers into the potential
wells [67–69].

3.3.3 Hole Injection from the Anode
The possibility of hole injection from the anode following thermalization of the
highly energetic electrons collected at the contact is another possibility that needs to be
studied [70]. Figure 3.12 shows a schematic for the process of hole injection from the
anode. Basically, electrons exiting the semiconductor sample and incident on the anode
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Figure 3.12: Hole Injection process from anode shown for GaAs sample.
contact have a distribution of energies and thermalize through momentum and energy
exchange within the metal. Though the low-energy electrons would not produce electronhole pairs or plasmons within the metal, the more energetic electrons could contribute to
hole generation as a result of the energy exchanges. The holes so produced would have a
distribution of energies. Of these, some would successfully tunnel back into the
semiconductor valence band and contribute to device current. Hence, quite simply, the
injected hole flux can be expected to be some fraction of the incoming electron flow, i.e.,
Jp=Jn Rinj(F), where Jp and Jn denote the hole and electron current densities, and Rinj(F) is
a field dependent factor that folds in the probability of hole creation and their subsequent
injection into the valence band. An accurate determination for Rinj(F) requires the energy
distribution for the electron swarm, as possible from Monte Carlo simulations [71].
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3.3.4 Band-to-Trap Impact
Most researchers looked into the possibility of Band to Band impact ionization
while trying to explain Lock-On. But band-to-band ionization requires much higher field
and unlikely to happen at threshold field for Lock-On in GaAs and InP and also in wide
band gap materials. Since, traps play a major role in semi-conductor, the possibility of
band-to-trap impact ionization was included in this research. Several authors have
suggested an exponential dependence of the impact ionization coefficient on the local
electric field F. This originates from the classic papers by Chynoweth [72], Shockley
[73], Wolff [74] and later Baraff [75] which rest on deriving the probability for a carrier
to gain energy from the electrical field exceeding the threshold energy. For a local model
to be valid, two conditions must be fulfilled [70]:
(i) Every individual carrier has to sample a large energy space within the
distribution, over a distance that is small compared to the mean distance between ionizing
encounters. This is easy to satisfy at low to moderate electric field, but could fail as
ionization rates increase nonlinearly with field.
(ii) The mean free paths have to be small compared to the spatial lengths over
which electrical field changes take place [76]. If one of the above conditions is not
satisfied, the “history” of the particle should be taken into account for calculating the
ionization probability at any location. This is especially important over regions of rapidly
changing electric fields and/or in small devices. In such situations, the energy gained by
mobile carriers over a narrow spatial distance would likely be insufficient to cross the
ionization threshold, resulting in the classical “dark space” [77].
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Figure 3.13: Electron initiated band to trap impact ionization.
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Figure 3.14: Hole initiated band to trap impact ionization.
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In this contribution, the non-local nature of the processes has been taken into
account based on the “lucky-drift theory” [78, 79]. The central idea behind the “luckydrift theory” is that a drifting electron could be “lucky” to reach an energy above the
ionization threshold, as it undergoes both elastic and inelastic collisions. The field
dependence for the electron and hole-ionization rates, as given in Eqs. 3.2 and 3.3 , was
reported in the literature [78, 79]. Thus:
dn/dt = NT- n exp[-Kelec(Ec-ET)/E] βelec velec(F)
dp/dt=(NT - NT- ) p exp[-Khole(ET-Ev)/E] βhole vhole(F)

(3.2)
(3.3)

where Kelec and Khole are constants for ionization from occupied traps due to electrons and
holes, while βn, p are equivalent cross sections for the electron and hole rates.
The pictorial views of band to trap impact ionization for electrons and holes using luckydrift theory are shown in figure 3.13 and 3.14 respectively.
In theory, other ways of treating the non-local element of ionization, in terms of
the local carrier temperature [80-82], or Monte Carlo based distribution functions [83, 84]
could be used. However, these techniques are numerically intensive and so were not
implemented here for simplicity. Besides, expressions from the lucky-drift theory have
been compared with more rigorous Monte Carlo simulations and found to yield good
agreement [85].

3.3.5 Photon Recycling
Photon Recycling is another important factor that should be considered to supply
photons even after the photo-excitation has ceased [86]. Theoretically, when photons
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from an optical source are absorbed in the material, numerous electron-hole pairs are
created. When these excess carriers recombine radiatively (either with themselves or with
traps), additional photons can be generated. New photons travel inside the device until
they are absorbed and create new electron-hole pairs. This process is called Photon
Recycling. It cannot start until there are sufficient number of carriers, so its initiation
depends on the external optical source intensity. But once started, it can continue to
generate photons internally even though external excitation is shut off. Hence, photon
recycling can be thought of as an internal source of photons which starts with external
laser but can continue by itself at later times in the absence of external laser. The process
is shown in figure 3.15 and 3.16 for electron and hole generation, respectively.
Considering a one-dimensional structure of length Lz along the z-direction, photons
generated at any position z′ can reach a different location z and be re-absorbed, while
being attenuated during the traversal process. The generation rate of such photons at the
point of origination z′ is proportional to n(z′,t)/τ, with τ being the radiative recombination
time constant. The source of photons is created due to the transitions of conduction
electrons into either empty traps or holes lying in the valence band. The emission
spectrum would be characterized by a range of frequencies. Assuming a 50-50 split
between the forward and backward propagation of the emitted photons, and an
attenuation factor of exp(-α|z′-z′|), implies the photon intensity at the re- absorption point
would then scale as: 0.5 [n(z′,t)/τ] exp(-α|z′-z′|). Taking into account that the actual
absorption of the photon flux is proportional to the absorption coefficient α(hν), the
electron generation rate per unit volume at the location would then be:
Gph ~ 0∫Lz 0∫∞ α(hν) {n(z′)/τ} (ϒsp/2) exp[-α|z-z′|] dz′ d(hν)
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Figure 3.15: Electron generation due to photon recycling.

Figure 3.16: Hole Generation due to Photon Recycling.
where α(hν) represents the absorption coefficient, n(z′) is the electron density at the point
of photon origination at location z′ , the radiative recombination time is denoted by τ, ϒsp
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is the spontaneous generation rate of photons, and the factor ½ takes account of the 50-50
isotropic split of the radiated photons.
Based of light emission produced by electronic transitions from the conduction band
to traps, one has:

ϒsp(hν) ~ K1 γspon(hν) [NT(z′) – NT –(z′)]

(3.5)

where, ∫ γspon(hν) d(hν) = 1

(3.6)

and γspon(hν) denotes the normalized emission spectrum. However, for completeness one
has to recognize that if emissions arise from transitions into trap states and a distribution
of energies exists in the conduction band, one needs to build in an energy dependence.
So then: n(z) ~ K

∞
Ec∫

(E-Ec)½ exp[(EFn-E)/(kT)] dE = Nc exp[(EFn – EC)/(kT)], where

EFn is the electron quasi-Fermi level, and hν = (E-ET) with the lowest frequency νlow
being: νlow = (EC-ET)/h. Using this energy dependence, one obtains from eqns. (3.4)(3.6):

Gph ~ K* 0∫Lz νlow∫∞ α(hν) {γspon(hν)/τ} [NT(z′)–NT –(z′)] (hν + ET - Ec)½ exp[(EFn – hν
– ET)/(kT)] exp[-α|z-z′|] dz′ d(hν)

(3.7)

Using: exp[(EFn – hν – ET)/(kT)] = exp[(EFn – EC)/(kT)] exp[(EC – hν – ET)/(kT)] =
[n/Nc] exp[(EC – hν – ET)/(kT)], some straight-forward algebra yields:
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Gph ~ K 0∫Lz νlow ∫∞ α(hν) {γspon(hν)/τ} [NT(z′)–NT–(z′)] (hν+ET-Ec)½ [n(z′)/Nc]
exp[(EC–hν–ET)/(kT)] exp[-α|z-z′|] dz′ d(hν)

(3.8)

i.e., Gph ~ (K*NT/Nc) 0∫Lz νlow ∫∞ α(hν) {γspon(hν)/τ} {[NT(z′)–NT–(z′)]/NT} (hν+ET-Ec)½
[n(z′)] exp[(EC–hν–ET)/(kT)] exp[-α|z-z′|] dz′ d(hν).

(3.9)

This can finally be expressed as:

Gph ~ C1 0∫Lz {[NT(z′)–NT–(z′)]/NT} [n(z′)] dz′

(3.10)

The absorption due to the recycled photons reaching location z, will induce transitions
from filled traps to the conduction band. Thus, the electron density at location z would
increase, while the density of occupied traps NT–(z) would reduce. Thus, in short:

nnew(z) = n(z) + Gph(z) NT–(z) dt

(3.11)

NT–new(z) = NT–(z) - Gph(z) NT–(z) dt

(3.12)

The above expressions (equations 3.11, 3.12) yield the additional electron density created
in the conduction band due to photon recycling.
Also, one needs to account for changes in density at the initial locations z' that are
responsible for the creation of photons in the first place. These processes would reduce
the density n(z') and increase NT–(z'). Taking these processes into account, one gets:

nnew(z') = n(z') - K* n(z') [NT(z') – NT–(z')]
exp[(EC – hν – ET)/(kT)] d(hν) dt
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The above can then be reworked and expressed in the following form, along with a
corresponding expression for NT–new(z') as:

nnew(z') = n(z') – C* [n(z’)/Nc] {[NT(z') – NT–(z')]/NT } dt

(3.14)

NT–new(z') = NT–(z') + C* [n(z’)/Nc] {[NT(z') – NT–(z')]/NT } dt

(3.15)

Similarly for transitions involving traps and the valence bands, leads to timedependent changes in the holes and occupied trap levels. The results are as follows:

pnew(z') = p(z') – C* [p(z')/Nv] [NT–(z')/NT] dt

(3.16)

NT–new(z') = NT–(z') - C* [p(z')/Nv] [NT–(z')/NT] dt

(3.17)

with pnew(z) = p(z) + Gph(z) * [NT - NT–(z)] dt

(3.18)

and, NT–new(z) = NT–(z) + Gph(z) * [NT - NT–(z)] dt

(3.19)

3.4 Model Details
The main purpose of this work is to explain Lock-On in GaAs and InP, and
investigate the possibility of the Lock-On potential in wide bandgap materials such as
GaN. Towards this goal, a one dimensional (1D) time dependent model has first been
developed which can be used for any material upon necessary parameter modification. In
Fig. 3.17, the PCSS is in series with a load resistance (RL) and subject to a voltage supply
(V0). The current flow direction is shown in Fig. 3.17, and leads to a time dependent
device voltage due to the potential drop across the resistor.
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Figure 3.17: Schematic of the simulated PCSS showing a constant biasing voltage in
series with a load resistor RL and the associated current flow. The illumination incident
on the device was assumed to have a hyperbolic secant temporal profile.

Calculations of the current were based on the drift-diffusion theory involving the
continuity and transport equations given as:
dn/dt = en0(F) NTi- - cn(F) n (NTi - NTi-) + n NTi- exp[Kelectron(Ec - ETi)/F] βn vn + K1
sech2[(t - 17)/2.5]*exp[α|z–z0|] + K2 NT - sech2[(t - 17)/2.5]*exp[α|z–z0|]

(3.20)

and, dp/dt = ep0(F) (NTi - NTi-) - cp(F) p NTi- + p (NTi - NTi-) exp[Khole(ETi – Ev)/F] βp
vp + K1 sech2[(t - 17)/2.5]*exp[α|z–z0|]+ K2 (NT - NT -) sech2[(t - 17)/2.5]*exp[α|z–z0|]
(3.21)

where F is the local electric field, en,p0 are the emission rates for electrons and holes, n,p
are the electron and hole densities, NTi and NTi- are the total and occupied trap densities at
the ith level, vn,p are the field-dependent drift velocities, Kelectron and Khole are constants for
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ionization due to electrons and holes, while βn,p are equivalent cross-sections for the
electron and hole rates. The third factor in eqns. 3.20 and 3.21 represents the rate of
electron- and hole-assisted trap-to-band impact ionization. The exponential dependence
of the trap-to-band ionization coefficients on the electric field was taken to have the same
form as derived by Baraff [87]. Though numerous trap levels could have been used, here
a level 0.75 eV below the conduction band roughly representing the EL2 state, was
assumed for GaAs. For InP, trap level has been place 0.34eV under conduction band.
The capture rate cn was taken to have a field independent value of 5.1387x103 m3 s-1
based on a report by Bonilla et al. [88]. The last two factors in 3.20 and 3.21 stand for
carrier generation due to optical laser pulse for band to band and band to trap transitions
respectively. The optical laser pulse for carrier generation followed the usual secanthyperbolic profile. Here, for band-to-band transition, K1 = 1.125x1029 m3/s; while for
trap-to-band processes, K2 = 2.25x107 s-1 with t representing time in nanoseconds, z
position in meter and α = 300 m-1. This yielded a full-width at half maxima of ~2.2 ns,
with the peak excitation set to occur at the 17 ns instant from the start of the simulations,
in keeping with the pulse parameters used by Shi et al. [36]. This photon excitation was
taken to create mobile conduction electrons due to transitions from both the valence band
and the filled traps. In addition, holes are generated due to the valence-to-conduction
band transitions and from electronic excitations between the valence band and unfilled
traps. In the process, the trap occupancy changed as a function of time. In our model, all
concentrations (for both mobile carriers and traps) were taken to be spatially dependent,
within a 14 mm long device which was divided into a one-dimensional grid with a 140
μm spacing. The device length was selected in keeping with device seizes used in PCSS
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experiments reported by Shi et al. [36]. This PCSS device length is typical for high
power switching applications, and similar values were also used by others in the past
[89]. A cross-sectional area of 2 cm2 was similarly chosen. A time step of 1 ps was
taken to satisfy the CFL stability criteria [90].
For GaAs material, the electron [91] and hole [92] drift velocities [vn(F) and vp(F),
respectively] were taken from the literature. Thus, for the field-dependent electron drift
velocity vn(F):
vn(F) = [μ0 F + vsat (F/Fth)4]/[1 + (F/Fth)4]

(3.22)

where μ0 = 5800 cm2/(Vs), vsat = 7.5x106 cm/s, Fth = 4 kV/cm, and F denotes the
electric field. For the field-dependent hole drift velocity vp(F), the following relation was
used [92]:

vp = 5.9x103 zh7 - 3.1x104 zh6 + 5.6x104 zh5 - 3.5x104 zh4 - 6x103 zh3 +
+ 1.3x104 zh2 - 2.8x103 zh + 7x104
with zh = (|F| - 2.3x107)/(2.5x107)

(3.23)
(3.24)

For InP material that is also analyzed here, the drift velocity expressions used were [93]:

vn(F>0) = [u0 F + vsat (F/Fth)4]/[1+(F/Fth) 4]

(3.25)

for electrons with u0 = 0.307 m2/V/s, vsat = 1.25x105 m/s, and Fth = 12 kV/cm. The
corresponding field-dependent hole drift velocity expression [vp(F)] was taken to be [94]:
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vp(F>0) = 5.9x103 zh7 - 3.1x104 zh6 + 5.6x104 zh5 - 3.5x104 zh4 - 6x103 zh3 + 1.3x104 zh2
- 2.8x103 zh + 7x104
with zh = (|F| - 2.3x107)/(2.5x107) , and vp(F<0) = -vp(F>0)

(3.26)
(3.27)

For GaN material that is also analyzed here, the drift velocity expressions used were [95]:

vn(F>0) = [u0 F + vsat (F/Fth)4]/[1+(F/Fth) 4]

(3.28)

for electrons with u0 = 250 cm2/V/s, vsat = 7.25x105 m/s, and Fth = 150 kV/cm. The
corresponding field-dependent hole drift velocity expression [vp(F)] was taken to be [95]:

vp(F>0) = - 9.6x1-84 F4 +0.00028 F3 -0.29 F2 +150 F + 7.3x103

(3.29)

The possibility of hole injection from the anode following thermalization of the
highly energetic electrons collected at the contact was also included. Electrons exiting
the semiconductor sample and incident on the anode contact could form holes by
transferring energy to other electrons in the metal anode, and raising their energy above
the Fermi level. This would leave holes below the Fermi sea, leading to their injection
into semiconductor from the anode. Strictly, an accurate determination of hole injection
currents would require Monte Carlo type calculations of the incoming electron energy
distribution, followed by the hole profile created below the Fermi sea, and the subsequent
hole tunneling into GaAs. However here for simplicity, the injected hole flux was taken
to be some fraction of the electron inflow. Thus: Jp = Jn Rinj(F), with Jp and Jn denoting
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the hole and electron current densities, and Rinj(F) a hole-injection probability factor
taken as an adjustable parameter.
Finally, photon re-cycling aspects were included and are briefly discussed for
completeness, though details have already been given.
involving traps and the conduction band state.

Consider first transitions

Photons generated due to radiative

recombination at any position z′ can move to a different location z, while being attenuated
during their traversal, and then be re-absorbed. This absorption due to the recycled
photons reaching location z, will induce transitions from filled traps to the conduction
band. Thus, the electron density at location z would increase, while the density of
occupied traps NT–(z) would reduce, leading to:

nnew(z) = n(z) + Gph(z) NT–(z) dt

(3.30)

NT–new(z) = NT–(z) - Gph(z) NT–(z) dt

(3.31)

In the above, Gph(z) represents the photon generation rate as given in the Appendix.
Similarly, one needs to account for changes in densities at the initial locations z' that are
responsible for the creation of photons in the first place. These processes would reduce
the density n(z') and increase NT–(z'). Taking these processes into account, one gets as
shown in the Appendix:

nnew(z') = n(z') – C* [n(z’)/Nc] {[NT(z') – NT–(z')]/NT } dt
NT–new(z') = NT–(z') + C* [n(z’)/Nc] {[NT(z') – NT–(z')]/NT } dt
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Similar consideration apply for transitions involving occupied traps and holes in the
valence band at location z' and z leading to time-dependent changes in the holes and
occupied trap levels. The results are as follows:

pnew(z') = p(z') – C* [p(z')/Nv] [NT–(z')/NT] dt
NT–new(z') = NT–(z') - C* [p(z')/Nv] [NT–(z')/NT] dt
pnew(z) = p(z) + Gph(z) * [NT - NT–(z)] dt

(3.34)
(3.35)

NT–new(z) = NT–(z) + Gph(z) * [NT - NT–(z)] dt

(3.36)

Table 3.1: Parameters used for the time dependent GaAs simulations.
Parameter

Value

Hole injection ratio, Rinj

0.02

Parameter C1 for electrons due to photon
recycled absorption

2.596 s-1

Parameter C1 for holes due to photon recycled
absorption

2.36 s-1

Parameter C* for electrons due to photon
generation

1.2876x10-5s-1

Parameter C* for holes due to photon generation

1.4164x10-5s-1

Photon absorption co-efficient

7x105 m-1

Electric field and energy gap dependence factor
for electrons, Kelectron

72 kV/(eV cm)

Electric field and energy gap dependence factor
for holes, Kholes

64 kV/(eV cm)

Equivalent cross section for electrons, βn

8.07x10-16m2

Equivalent cross section for holes, βp

4.81x10-16m2
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The simulations are done first for GaAs and InP. To match the experimental results, some
fitting parameters were adjusted. The parameters are given in Table 3.1.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Results from Simulations
In this work, a one dimensional time dependent model was used to probe,
understand, and explain the possibilities of Lock-On in semi-insulating direct bandgap
materials. First, simulations have been run for GaAs and InP photo-conductive
semiconductor switches (PCSSs). Although Lock-On is well known for these materials,
detailed and convincing physical explanations have yet not emerged. So the scope for
developing a consistent model to fully explain Lock-On still remains germane. Our
model developed during the course of this dissertation research is general, can be used for
any materials with necessary modification. Simulation results from well-known materials
like GaAs and InP also validate our model and it can be extended to investigate the
possibilities of Lock-On in new material such as GaN. Lock-On is not observed in GaN
PCSS yet, but that might be due to fabrication difficulties and/or inferior material quality.
Our analysis can provide useful insight for material engineering to achieve Lock-On in
GaN. For completeness, we will discuss two-dimensional (2D) simulation effect and
some possible high field impact on another wide band gap material like SiC.

4.2 Results of GaAs PCSS
4.2.1 Time Dependent Current
Though many simulations under a variety of different cases were carried out, only
the important results have been shown and are discussed here. The role of the average
electric field across the 14 mm PCSS device was probed first and the results for the time53
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dependent current response are shown in Fig. 4.1. For these simulations, the laser pulse
was centered at the 17 ns instant as described in the modeling section [70].

Figure 4.1: Simulation results for the time dependent current response of the PCSS at two
different average electric fields of 3 kV/cm and 7.14 kV/cm. Current decay is predicted
at the lower field, while a persistent current with fluctuations is seen at the higher field.

The pulse was taken to have a spatially symmetric profile with the peak intensity
located at the midway point of the PCSS device. Time dependent PCSS current results at
two different average electric fields of 3 kV/cm and 7.14 kV/cm are shown in Fig. 4.1.
As evident from the results, current decay is predicted at the lower field, while a
persistent current with fluctuations is seen at the higher field. In fact, from the various
simulations performed (but not shown for brevity), an average field value of at least 3.5
kV/cm was seen to be necessary to avoid current decays. This aspect is roughly in
keeping with the experimental observations of a minimum threshold around 4 kV/cm for
Lock-On in semi-insulating GaAs photoconductive switches.
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Next, comparisons between the simulation results for the PCSS current response
at the 7.14 kV/cm average field with actual data obtained by Shi et al. [96] were made.
The results are shown in Fig. 4.2. The results are based on my published paper [70].

Figure 4.2: Comparison between simulation results for the time dependent PCSS [96].
The magnitudes are comparable and fluctuations are seen to occur in both cases.

The current magnitudes are similar, and fluctuations are seen to occur in both the
curves. This is an important point and indicative of fast internal dynamic changes that
will be discussed in detail later. The general trend and the current magnitudes obtained
here, lend validity to the model developed. In the simulations, all relevant processes
including trap-to-band impact ionization, field-dependent negative differential resistance
of GaAs, electron and hole injection from the contacts, trapping- and de-trapping
processes, as well as photon recycling were comprehensively included. In addition, a
nominal 5 Ohm series resistance to mimic the external circuit was also incorporated.
From the standpoint of probing the inherent physics and the relative role of the
various underlying processes, simulation runs were carried out under a set of different
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conditions. For example, the time dependent PCSS currents at the 7.14 kV/cm average
field were obtained for three cases: (i) Inclusion of both trap-to-band impact ionization
and photon recycling, (ii) presence of only the impact ionization without any photon
recycling, and (iii) a simple version with neither impact ionization, nor photon recycling
taken into account. The results are shown in Fig. 4.3, and in these simulations, the peak
value of generation rate for band to trap and band to band has been chosen as 2.25x107 s-1
and 1.125x1029 m3/s respectively.
The largest current with a clear persistent pattern is seen to occur only when both
impact ionization and photon recycling were included [70]. Values in the 450-500
Ampere range are predicted, with some fluctuations occurring once the current becomes
fairly large. When neither of the two processes were taken into account, the photocurrent was short-lived, stayed below 50 Amperes, and was predicted to decay rapidly
while roughly following the optical excitation waveform.

With photon recycling

included, but without impact ionization, the current in Fig. 4.3 is also seen to decay,
though it lasts for a longer time of about 30 ns.
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Figure 4.3: Results obtained for the time dependent PCSS current at the 7.14 kV/cm
average field under three different simulation cases.

The collective picture that then emerges from these results is the dominant role
played by trap-to-band impact ionization is helping sustain the photocurrent and bringing
the PCSS into the Lock-On mode. Furthermore, though photon recycling appears to have
a positive role is enhancing the current and even sustaining it for a longer period of time,
it does not by itself take the PCSS into the Lock-On state. It does however, point to the
benefits of better photon confinement within the photoconductor to nudge the PCSS
towards Lock-On. Finally, under Lock-On conditions, the results are indicative of fairly
rapid fluctuations. These, as explained subsequently, arise from the repeated initiation of
internal charge generation at different sites within the PCSS due to the presence of high
local fields. The process essentially involves the sequential triggering of ionization by
the high local fields that then leads to their collapse, followed by subsequent growth of
fields in adjoining regions. The high field regions propagate sequentially.
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Though the role of photon recycling appears to be relatively minor based on the
plots of Fig. 4.3, it is nonetheless an important supportive process that can help drive the
PCSS towards Lock-On. For example, while the inclusion of both impact ionization and
photon recycling in Fig. 4.3 is predicted to yield long-lived device current, a lower level
of laser generation can no longer support Lock-On. This is seen from the simulation
result shown in Fig. 4.4.

Figure 4.4: Results of the time dependent PCSS current at the 7.14 kV/cm average field
obtained with impact ionization and two different generation rates associated with photon
recycling.
The curves in this plot were obtained for two different laser generation values. At
a reduced 1.85x107 s-1 level for band to trap, the peak current value is predicted to be
lower at about 400 Amperes, as compared to the ~600 Amperes with the 2.25x107 s-1
generation rate. Also, for the lower generation rate, the current gradually decreases over
time. Though not specifically shown here for brevity, with lower degrees of photon
recycling, a higher applied voltage was required to drive the PCSS into Lock-On.
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4.2.2 Spatial Profile
Having probed the external current and its time-dependent behavior, the spatiotemporal evolution of the internal electric fields and charge distributions that produce the
device current were analyzed next.

Figure 4.5: Snapshots at 10 ns, 11 ns and 12 ns for the 7.14 kV/cm average field case
with inclusion of both impact ionization and photon recycling. The laser was spatially
focused at the center of the device. (a) Temporal evolution of the electric field profile,
and (b) The electron density profile.

Figure 4.5 shows the 10 ns, 11 ns and 12 ns snapshots of the electric field and
electron density profiles within the PCSS [70]. The laser was spatially focused at the
center of the device with an exponential fall-off from the central position. The results
were obtained for the 7.14 kV/cm average field case discussed earlier with inclusion of
both impact ionization and photon recycling.
As qualitatively expected, the electron density [as shown in Fig. 4.5(b)] has the
highest values at the device center. This enhances the conduction current component,
and has the effect of requiring reductions in the displacement currents (i.e., decreasing
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electric fields) to satisfy total current continuity.

This then leads to electric field

reductions over region of enhanced carrier densities. Figure 4.5(a) reflects this, with
electric fields falling over time and also spreading out from the center spot.

The

relatively high field regions then develop over the two end regions. This also implies that
conditions for initiation of impact ionization would be created at the two end zones.
Such changes continue, and snapshots of the electric field and electron density
profiles obtained from the simulations at time instants of 27 ns, 28 ns and 29 ns are
shown in Fig. 4.6. Two important aspects seen in these results are: (i) the appearance of
high electric field regions towards the cathode (on the left) and anode (on right) sides of
the PCSS, and (ii) the movement of these high field regions towards each other at speeds
of ~9x105 m/s. These speeds are much higher than the highest electron drift velocity in
GaAs. The associated mechanism arises from electron density increases that start with
photoexcitation. The ensuing local electric field then decreases over these regions of
high carrier density, followed by the progression of the electric field to an adjacent region
much like the movement of a streamer. With a shift in the electric field to an adjacent
location, strong enhancements in electron density through trap-to-band impact ionization
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Figure 4.6: Snapshots at 27ns, 28ns and 29 ns for the 7.14 kV/cm average field case with
inclusion of both impact ionization and photon recycling. The laser was spatially focused
at the center of the device. (a) Temporal evolution of the electric field profile, and (b)
The electron density profile.

then develop, and a positive feedback cycle is initiated. The electric field movement can
be seen from the results of Fig. 4.6(a). Consider the electric field peak on the left at the
27 ns instant. The electron density just to the left of the peak field location, as seen in
Fig. 4.6(b), is higher than that to the right of the peak field. Consequently, over time the
peak field advances to the right (where the conduction currents were low requiring a
higher displacement component) from about 2.75 mm to 3.65 mm over the 27 ns to 28 ns
time interval. Similarly, for the electric field peak on the right located at about 12 mm,
the movement is to the left since the electron density exhibits higher values to the right of
the 12 mm location.
The progressive movement of the localized electric field peaks on the left and
right sides towards each other is even more apparent in Figs. 4.7(a) and 4.7(b), showing
snapshots of the electric field and electron densities at 29 ns, 37 ns, and 45 ns.
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Figure 4.7: Snapshots at 29ns, 37ns and 45 ns for the 7.14 kV/cm average field case with
inclusion of both impact ionization and photon recycling. The laser was spatially focused
at the center of the device. (a) Temporal evolution of the electric field profile, and (b)
The electron density profile.

An important development, that of multiple-domain formation is predicted at
longer times in Figures 4.7(a) and 4.7(b). The 29 ns snapshot reveals only two primary
high field regions on the left and the right sides in Fig. 4.7(a). However, at 37 ns, these
two primary field zones are seen to have merged at roughly the 7.7 mm location, with the
creation of two more high-field side zones at roughly the 1.7 mm and 12.8 mm positions.
Very crudely, the combination of the two primary high-field zones redistributes the
potential, with the voltage reduction from the coalescence being compensated through the
emergence of two new high-field regions. The net multi-domain structure provides for a
distributed but enhanced source of charge creation via trap-to-band ionization. At the 45
ns instant, the presence of five high-field regions located roughly at 1.5 mm, 2.35 mm,
7.7 mm, 12.5 mm and 13.1 mm can be seen in Fig. 4.7(a). The cumulative charge density
throughout the device is also higher at 45 ns. Though this aspect may not easily be seen
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in Fig. 4.7(b), the tangible increase in external current at 45 ns as compared to the 37 ns
instant is obvious in Fig. 4.1.
Incidentally, the possibility of multiple domains that would help sustain high
device currents has not been discussed much in the literature. The first report of multiple
domains with potential for oscillatory instability was by Kroemer [97] in the context of a
steep voltage front (large dV/dt) applied to a semiconductor. A similar scenario of
multiple domains was discussed in the context of bipolar GaAs transistors by Vainshtein
et al. [98]. Among the possible mechanisms leading to multiple domains were postulated
to be [97] noise fluctuations, macroscopic resistivity gradients, local field concentrations
at electrode due to interface irregularities, and microscopic spatial fluctuations of the
donor distribution. However, in our case, fluctuations in carrier density collectively
initially caused by the spatial variation in photo generation, the consequent creation of
non-uniform fields, the field-dependent velocities, and nonlinear dependency of carrier
impact generation on both density and electric field, are responsible for producing
multiple domains. The possibility of multiple domains due to fluctuations in doping
density was demonstrated by Thim [56]. In fact, Thim had shown that the number of
domains created would roughly scale in multiples of the 1012 cm-2 noL product value
based on the Kroemer criteria for GaAs. In the present case, though there are no doping
variations, but the combined effects of nonlinear charge generation due to trap-to-band
ionization, followed by local field quenching due to locally enhanced space charge, and
the non-uniform field-dependent drift would create a fluctuating internal charge
distribution. This is akin to the doping density fluctuations discussed by Thim [56].
Furthermore, the build-up of fields within the device followed by their quenching should
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produce two effects: (i) continuous localized sources for current growth at different sites,
and (ii) fluctuations in current due to the spontaneous formation followed by subsequent
quenching of the high electric fields.

4.2.3 Location of Laser Excitation
For completeness, the aspect of position dependent triggering of a PCSS is also
discussed [99]. Comprehensive and systematic experiments have not been reported in the
literature. However, some studies seem to suggest laser triggering at locations nearer the
cathode would create larger on-state switch conductance and greater currents, or
conversely require smaller applied voltages for a given current level [36, 100]. To probe
these aspects further, the present model was applied to simulate three different cases with
the laser profile centered at 25%, 50% and 75% of the device length. This corresponds to
distances of 3.5 mm, 7.5 mm and 10.5 mm from the left (cathode) end. Both impact
ionization and photon recycling were included. Results obtained are shown in Fig. 4.8.
Of the three cases, the highest currents are predicted to be with the laser nearer the
cathode at 25% of the device length. The symmetrically centered profile (with peak at
50% of the device length) had the smallest current while profile near the anode at threefourths the distance had an intermediate response.
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Figure 4.8: Results of the time dependent PCSS current at the 7.14 kV/cm average field
obtained for three different locations of the laser focal point. The 25%, 50% and 75% of
the device length represent the laser centered at distances of 3.5 mm, 7.5 mm and 10.5
mm from the left (cathode) end. Both impact ionization and photon recycling were
included.

Figures 4.9(a) and 4.9(b) show snapshots of the electric field and electron density
profiles obtained at 18 ns, 19 ns, 20 ns, and 22 ns for the 7.14 kV/cm average field case,
with laser centered at a distance of 3.5 mm away the cathode on the left. As might be
expected, since the carrier creation predominantly occurs on the left, the high field
regions are formed on the right side. Multiple field domains are predicted to develop in
Fig. 4.9(a) at the longest 22 ns time. Furthermore, both the high electric field region and
the carrier density peaks move to the cathode on the left. Also, the start of fluctuations in
Fig. 4.8 roughly coincide with the 22 ns time, when the multiple domains appear to be
initiated in Fig. 4.9(a).
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Figure 4.9: Snapshots at 18 ns, 19 ns, 20 ns, and 22 ns for the 7.14 kV/cm average field
case, with laser centered at a spot a distance of 3.5 mm away the cathode on the left.
Both impact ionization and photon recycling were included. (a) Temporal evolution of
the electric field profile, and (b) The electron density profile.

Finally, Figs. 4.10(a) and 4.10(b) show the temporal evolution of the spatial
profiles for the case of the laser centered at the 10.5 mm location from the left at 75% of
the device length. The behavior is almost a mirror reflection of that shown in Figs. 4.9(a)
and 4.9(b). The highest peak field in Fig. 4.10(a) is not quite as large as that in Fig.
4.9(a), and probably is the result of electron injection from the cathode. In any event, the
simulations centrally point to the role of local field enhancement profiles in initiating
internal charge creation. With photo injection from the cathode, it may even be possible
to realize greater efficiencies with cathode-side illumination.
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Figure 4.10: Snapshots at 18 ns, 20 ns, and 22 ns for the 7.14 kV/cm average field case,
with laser centered at a spot a distance of 3.5 mm away the anode on the right. Both
impact ionization and photon recycling were included. (a) Temporal evolution of the
electric field profile, and (b) The electron density profile.

Based on the results from GaAs simulation, the physics of Lock-On can qualitatively
be viewed in the following terms [101].
(i) Upon photoexcitation, electron creation in the conduction band is initiated, and
involves direct transitions from the traps. There would also be holes formed in the
valence band, and involve two separate processes: (a) electronic transitions from the
valence band into the unfilled trap sites, and (b) transfers into trap sites that became
empty following laser excitation of electrons to the conduction band from the previously
occupied trap state. Based on the above scenario, one can expect the hole density in the
valence band to slightly exceed the electron density in the conduction band. The higher
density of states within the valence band (as compared to the conduction band) would add
to this density disparity between free electron and hole creation.
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(ii) Considering a lateral, one-dimensional switch geometry for simplicity, with
photoexcitation focused at the center, the densities of mobile electrons and holes would
keep increasing over the pulse duration across the central portion and spread towards the
contacts on the two sides. Correspondingly, the associated conduction currents in this
central region would also rise, with concomitant reductions in the displacement currents
associated with total current conservation. The net effect of the latter would be electric
field reductions over much of the central region, while fields near the two electrodes
would grow.

The above can alternatively be viewed as the progressive ʺelectrical

shortingʺ at the middle section, while an increasing voltage drop occurs across the two
end zones. Thus, over the course of the laser pulse, electric fields gradually strengthen to
significant values near the cathode and anode regions.
(iii)

During this time, not only are electrons and holes being added to the

semiconductor system through photoexcitation, but the mobile electrons and holes
acquire energy from the external field to begin participating in trap-to-band impact
ionization. This ionization process is easier than the band-to-band process, since the
latter has a much higher energy threshold. Of these the electron-initiated processes
would contribute to increases in mobile electron density, while leaving behind empty
traps; while hole-initiated impact ionization would result in increased hole density
together with trap filling. The latter is important in replenishing the trap occupancies and
making electrons available for continued trap-to-band impact ionization by the electronic
process.
(iv) In addition, increases in hole density as discussed above would effectively lead
to the formation of a near space-charge neutral plasma. Near neutral space-charge
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neutrality ensures that electric fields and their spatial variations are maintained at a very
low value within most of the photoconductive switch, while growing at the end regions.
Also, the presence of such dual conduction due to both electrons and holes, can
potentially lead to a S-type instability and produce downstream filamentary behavior
[43]. Such filaments have been observed in photoconductive switches in the Lock-On
mode [101-103].

Natural consequences include localized breakdown and device

instability [104,105].
(v)

The high fields at the end regions would easily exceed the threshold for

intervalley transfer (Ein-th), if the average biasing exceeded the Ein-th value. This would
help create high field domains due to the intervalley transfer effect. The high fields at
domains would then function as localized sources for trap-to-band impact ionization, and
fuel charge growth (i.e., function as internal sources of charge creation) within the
device.
(vi) Interplay between the impact ionization (which increases local charge density)
and reductions in the field due to the local space-charge enhancements would help
maintain a dynamic equilibrium. The voltage drop across the circuit resistance would
also contribute to limiting the total current in the PCSS. Overall though, a fairly strong
current can then be expected to develop over time. In addition, the increased fields near
the cathode over time can lead to electron injection, a process expected to be stronger for
anode-side illumination.
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4.3 Results for InP PCSS
Having presented Lock-On simulations in semi-insulating GaAs and the role
played by the density of deep traps in facilitating persistent conductivity, the photoresponse in semi-insulating InP direct bandgap material was analyzed next [101]. These
analyses had the following multiple objectives: (a) helping provide a more complete and
comprehensive analyses beyond just GaAs material, (b) as a consistency check of the
physics-based model, (c) in evaluating changes in the photoconductive behavior due to
differences in the field-dependent velocity, and (d) assessing whether the Lock-On field
might be related to the intervalley transfer threshold.
Figure 4.11 shows the calculated photocurrent response and device voltage as a
function of time for a semi-insulating InP sample. A 21 Volt bias corresponding to an
average field of 15 kV/cm was applied, along with a 5 Ohm series resistance. The InP
was taken to have a single trap level 0.34 eV below the conduction band at a density of
6.4x1019 m-3. The chosen trap level and density conform to a report by Wada et al. [106]
for InP material. The velocity field relationship for InP used here differs from that of
GaAs, and exhibits inter-valley transfer at a field of about 11 kV/cm. The main result of
Fig. 4.11 is the existence of a persistent conductive state at an average field of 15 kV/cm.
This field matches the Lock-On field for InP that has been reported in the literature [102].
The result also shows that the inter-valley transfer field is not connected to the Lock-On
field.
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Figure 4.11: Calculated photocurrent response and device voltage as a function of time
for a semi-insulating InP sample subjected to an external photoexcitation pulse. A single
trap level 0.34 eV below the conduction band at a density of 6.4x1019 m-3 was used.

4.4 Parameter Space Conducive to Lock-On
Our simulation shows good agreement with experimental results both for GaAs
and InP PCSS. In the model, all parameters for the materials and traps are considered
according to the available results. To examine the effects of these properties, simulations
have been run also by varying some properties of traps such as trap density and their
energy levels. Although, properties of traps are well reported, such variations will explain
their particular roles in Lock-On. For example, deeper trap levels contain more electrons
so band to trap impact ionization should be stronger. But also electrons need to overcome
higher energy barrier. In contrast, shallow traps contain less electrons with lower energy
gap. So it is important to analyze which trap level is conducive to Lock-On. Similarly,
trap density is also varied. This type of analysis will also help to provide substantial
information to experimental groups working with Lock-On in relatively new material like
GaN. GaN is susceptible to numerous traps, defects and impurities. Sometime, these
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materials are intentionally doped with impurities to control resistivity. So probing the
effects of traps on Lock-On remains germane.

4.4.1 Role of Trap Density and Trap Initiated Ionization in Semi-insulating GaAs
Material
In this section, we start with Figure 4.12 below, which shows that the voltage and
current is locked-on in GaAs material at an applied field of 5kV/cm. This simulation has
been run for reported trap density of 1.0x1022/m3 located 0.75eV under conduction band.
Temporal evolution of electron density and e-field is shown in figure 4.13.

Figure 4.12: Calculated PCSS current and device voltage as a function of time for semiinsulating GaAs subjected to an external photoexcitation pulse. The trap energy was 0.75
eV below the conduction band with the trap density chosen to be 1022 m-3.
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Figure 4.13: Snapshots of the spatial profiles in a photoexcited GaAs PCSS at 27ns, 28ns
and 29 ns. The laser was spatially focused at the center of the device. (a) Temporal
evolution of the electric field profile, and (b) The electron density profiles.

An important change in the photocurrent is predicted if the trap density is altered.
Figure 4.14 shows the simulation results for the time-dependent current and device
voltages with the same PCSS specifications as used for Figure 4.12, except for a
somewhat higher trap density of 1.05x1022 m-3. The current is now predicted to be much
larger at around 400 Amperes, as compared to the lower 150 Amperes value in Figure
4.12. The evolution of the field and electron density profiles are shown in Fig. 4.15. As
compared to the previous results of Fig. 4.13, the electron density profile is seen to be
larger by about a factor of two at the higher trap density. In addition, a comparison
between Figs. 4.13(a) and 4.15(a) reveals that the high electric field regions tend to form
sooner and start moving towards the device center. The somewhat larger speed at which
charge forms would likely be due to the larger trap-to-band impact ionization with higher
trap densities.
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Figure 4.14: Simulation results for the current and device voltage as a function of time
with the same PCSS specifications as used for Figure 4.12, except for a slightly higher
trap density of 1.05x1022 m-3.

Figure 4.15: Similar snapshots of the spatial profiles in the photoexcited GaAs PCSS at
27ns, 28ns and 29 ns as in figure 2, but for a higher trap density of 1.05x1022 m-3. (a)
Temporal evolution of the electric field profile, and (b) The electron density profiles.
Very roughly, since this ionization rate R scales as n NTi-, a higher NTi- value
(facilitated by the larger trap density) enhances the electron population (n) in the system.
Since the rate R is also proportional to n, any enhancement in electron density feeds back
into the system, thereby causing larger device currents. Our simulations also showed
(though not shown here explicitly) that the emptying of the filled traps upon impact
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ionization was followed by electronic re-filling from the valence band. Both the holeinitiated impact ionization, as well as hole emission from the empty traps, led to the
attainment of a dynamic equilibrium.

Figure 4.16: Simulation result for the GaAs device current in response to the
photoexcitation pulse. With trap density at 0.95 x 1022 m-3, no Lock-On is predicted.

Simulation runs at even higher trap densities were performed and confirmed the
above trend towards larger currents, though the results are not shown for brevity. An
important inference then is that larger trap concentrations closer to the valence band
would work to facilitate and promote Lock-On. Conversely, a lowered presence of traps
in the Si-GaAs system tended to quench Lock-On. As an example, the simulation results
at a trap density of 0.95 x 1022 m-3 are shown in Fig. 4.16. The photocurrent is seen to
steadily decay upon termination of the optical pulse.
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Figure 4.17: Similar snapshots of the spatial profiles in the photo-excited GaAs PCSS at
27ns, 28ns and 29 ns as in figure 2, but for a higher trap density of 0.95x1022 m-3. (a)
Temporal evolution of the electric field profile, and (b) The electron density profiles.
The temporal profile for trap density 0.95x1022/m3 in Figure 4.17 shows that high
field domain which was created at two contacts remain stationery. This shows the moving
high field domain and local generation of carriers are necessary to drive the device into
the Lock-On mode.

4.4.2 Analyzing Effect of Energy Level in Semi-insulating InP Material
In order to compare the photo-response in InP to the predicted behavior for the SIGaAs case previously discussed, two different simulations were carried out [99]. The
results obtained for an average electric field of 8 kV/cm are shown in Fig. 4.18. The trap
density was set at 1022 m-3 for both cases to coincide with the concentration previously
used for GaAs in Fig. 4.1. The result of Figure 4.18(a) shows the InP photocurrent for a
trap level set at 0.75 eV below the conduction band. Though such a trap has not been
reported for InP, the present choice simply provides a hypothetical comparison with the
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GaAs material at the same defect parameters. The time dependent response of Fig.
4.18(a) shows Lock-On with much higher current levels than the result of Fig. 4.1.
The increased current magnitude arises from the much larger electron drift
velocity with its strong overshoot in InP, as compared to that in GaAs. For example, the
drift velocity in InP at the high fields is roughly twice that of electrons in GaAs. This
suggests that having a material with a larger drift velocity at high fields, rather than a
high low-field mobility (as in GaAs), is an important factor from the Lock-On standpoint.
Hence, attaining Lock-On in a material such as GaN which also exhibits high electron
drift velocities at large electric fields would appear plausible. The shape of the timedependent current in Fig. 4.18(a) reflects the velocity overshoot characteristic.

In

addition, since the trap-to-band impact ionization rate is directly proportional to the drift
velocity, the growth in the mobile carrier density is also stronger for InP. The role played
by the energy level in influencing the current magnitudes is made apparent from the
results of Fig. 4.18(b) which were obtained at a shallower trap energy 0.34 eV below the
conduction band. A simple comparison between the InP results of Figs. 4.11 and 4.18(b),
which both had the same trap energy, reveals higher currents in the latter case, despite the
lower average field used in the simulations of Fig. 4.18. This result demonstrates that a
higher trap density [6.4x1019 m-3 in Fig. 4.11 versus in 1022 m-3 in Fig. 4.18(b)] can lead
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Figure 4.18: Simulated PCSS current and device voltage response as a function of time in
semi-insulating InP sample with trap density of 1022 m-3 and trap levels of: (a) 0.75eV,
and (b) 0.34eV below the conduction band. The average applied bias was taken to be
8kV/cm.

to much larger photoconductive currents. This occurs since traps function as a conduit
for trap-to-band ionization. Furthermore, a comparison between the currents of Figs.
4.18(a) and 4.18(b) demonstrates that a deeper trap level is be more conducive to higher
current flows and provides for an easier attainment of Lock-On.
An important result that emerges from the present calculations is that the Lock-On
field does not necessarily have to equal the threshold value Ein-th for intervalley transfer.
For GaAs semi-insulating devices, the observed Lock-On field values (ELO) were
serendipitously around the Ein-th threshold of about 4 kV/cm. However, for InP, Lock-On
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has been observed to require fields on the order of 15 kV/cm, which are above the intervalley transfer threshold of 10 kV/cm for that material. In the present simulations, LockOn was indeed predicted for InP at an average field of around 15 kV/cm in keeping with
experiments. Furthermore, it may be mentioned that even for GaAs, if the samples were
prepared differently, or were subjected to neutron irradiation, the Lock-On fields
reportedly shifted to much higher values. Hence, there does not seem to be a consistent
connection or linkage of the Lock-On value to the inter-valley transfer threshold, but
rather to the trap characteristics. This outcome suggests that Lock-On may conceivably
be attainable even in wide direct bandgap materials such as GaN. The key parameters of
relevance would be the presence of a shallow donor, a relatively high density of traps
close to the valence band, and a laser operating at an energy of at least (EC - ET) focused
near the cathode. For example, the 532 nm laser with its photon energy of ~2.33 eV
could conceivably work. The intervalley transfer threshold field (Ein-th) is roughly about
150 kV/cm [107-109]. However, if the more relevant factor that drives Lock-On is the
local field needed for trap-to-band impact ionization, then average field values lower than
the Ein-th threshold for GaN could suffice.
The filamentary conduction that is often associated with Lock-On can
qualitatively be understood in terms of the two-carrier conduction arising from trap-toband impact ionization. As already obtained in this study, this process can be driven
either by electrons or holes, and would potentially give rise to an unstable S-shaped
current-voltage characteristic. However, detailed analysis of this regime can only be
probed through two-dimensional calculations which will be reported elsewhere. In any
event, an important aspect that could likely fuel filamentary growth is the variability in
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the work function at the metal-semiconductor contacts.

The usual assumption of a

uniform and constant work function is physically incorrect, and its variation with lateral
position has been explored to some extent in the past [110-112]. An effective treatment
of a position dependent work function variability can be based on a random variable
approach, with the work function taken to have a Gaussian distribution about some mean
value [113]. Furthermore, since the electric field at the surface could vary along the
lateral dimensions due to sharp localized geometric changes, defects in the
microstructure, or differences in plasma densities in the semiconductor, the nonuniformities in the work function could be further enhanced. This also then implies that
since the presence of cathode-side photoexcitation will create a pool of mobile carriers at
that end, the charge photo-generated would likely work to mitigate lateral
inhomogeneities in current injection. Consequently, the likelihood of filamentary growth
in the PCSS device can be expected to be quenched to a degree. This would provide for a
more stable operation and has been reported in actual experiments [104].

4.5 Results for GaN PCSS
Attaining Lock-On in wide bandgap semiconductors such as GaN would be very
beneficial for pulsed power and high-voltage applications from the standpoint of attaining
higher voltage levels without breakdown. GaN has much better material properties
compared to GaAs or InP as described in chapter 2. However, Lock-On has not been
observed in semi-insulating GaN photoconductors. It would, therefore, appear reasonable
and germane to examine the possibility for attaining Lock-On in GaN PCSS devices, and
obtain rough theoretical guidelines for choosing PCSS parameters that could facilitate
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this behavior. It is plausible that Lock-On might not occur in this material at all; but in
such a case, adequate understanding of the underlying reasons becomes a worthy
endeavor. It is in this context then, that a model-based analysis for the photoconductive
response of GaN is presented here for obtaining insights.
The model was next applied to gauge the response predicted for semi-insulating
GaN PCSS [114]. Such semi-insulating GaN material typically has variable trap/defect
densities, and different energy levels. There is no dominant or ubiquitous energy level,
such as the EL2 state in GaAs. Furthermore, depending on the growth process, one can
get gallium or nitrogen vacancies in the material, which effectively act as acceptors and
donors, respectively. Semi-insulating GaN also often has H, Fe, C, or Mn impurities
which act as acceptors and can produce a compensated material of high resistivity. The
Fe energy is roughly at the midgap level. In any event, the numerous elements present as
impurities in the GaN samples tested by our group are shown in Figure 4.19. The data
was obtained on the basis of Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy (SIMS), courtesy of
Ammono [115].

Concentration (cm-3)

1E+19
1E+18
1E+17
1E+16
1E+15
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Figure 4.19: Typical test results from Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy for GaN
samples. Numerous impurity elements were observed. (Courtesy Ammono, after [115]).
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The result of Figure 4.19 shows numerous levels. So unlike GaAs, for which EL2
and EL5 are the dominant states, appropriate defect/trap levels associated with elements
such as Fe, C etc. must be adequately characterized and included in models. The energy
levels associated with each of the defects/traps, however, were not ascertained. So here
for simplicity and convenience, one trap level located at 1.6 eV below the conduction
band was used in our simulations that roughly represents an average level between the Fe
and Mn states. This midgap level has been chosen keeping similarities with GaAs, and
because it is likely to be the most conducive route for mobile charge creation via the trapto-band ionization. A level close to the conduction band would be easy to create
secondary electrons through impact ionization as the primary electron energies or electric
fields would not need to be large. However, there would likely not be many primary
electrons occupying levels close to the conduction band. Similarly, for a level close to the
valence band, it would be easy to create secondary hole through impact ionization at
modest primary hole energies or electric fields. However, there would likely not be many
primary holes occupying levels close to the valence band. Hence, a midgap state appears
most optimum and effective for trap-to-band impact ionization processes, and is close to
the energies produced by the dominant elements indicated by SIMS.
In the first GaN simulation, the total trap density was taken to be 1022 m-3 and
other parameters such as capture, emission rate and cross sections are chosen to be those
of the GaAs EL2 trap. Both impact ionization and photon recycling were also included in
the simulation. Simulations were performed at different applied voltages. With an initial
average applied field of 150 kV/cm, a sustained high current was obtained. The result is
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Figure 4.20: Time dependent current for an average 150 kV/cm threshold field in GaN
with a defect 1.6 eV below the conduction band at a density of 1022 m-3.

shown in Figure 4.20. A persistent current can be seen, which resembles the Lock-On
characteristic. The initial average field of 150 kV/cm represents the threshold value for
transitioning the PCSS into the Lock-On mode. In practice, the actual holding field,
following the PCSS entry into Lock-On, would be lower, as routinely observed for SiGaAs. The voltage drop across the circuit resistances reduces the average field across the
device associated with current flow. This leads to a lower but steady, current at longer
times, as seen in Figure 4.20.
The device voltage changes as a function of time. The initial spike in current leads
to a voltage drop across the series resistance. This reduces the average device field as
shown in Figure 4.21 from 150 kV/cm down to about 115 kV/cm at around 25 ns. As the
current recovers and gradually settles down to a persistent value of roughly 1750 A, the
average device field is predicted to approach 138 kV/cm.
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Figure 4.21: Time dependent current for an average 150 kV/cm threshold field in GaN
with a defect 1.6 eV below the conduction band at a density of 1022/m3.

Snapshots of the associated electric fields and charge densities within GaN were
also obtained, and are shown in Figure 4.22. As with our spatially dependent results for
GaAs (not shown here), a moving high field domain was seen in the GaN simulations.
Upon photo-excitation (with the peak excitation occurring at 17 ns from the start), a local

Figure 4.22: Moving high field domain and electron density at different times for applied
average field of 150 kV/cm.
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shorting is seen to occur at the device center in the 17 ns profile. This in turn creates two
high field regions at the two ends.
These high field regions subsequently generate carriers by trap-to-band impact
ionization, increasing the local conductivity and lowering the field. Of the charge created,
the electrons move to the anode (on right), thereby depleting the left region. This then
causes an increase in the electric field as shown in the 23 ns profile. The electron density
at the center does not move much due to the low field, which suppresses the drift
velocity. Though details are not discussed, our results suggest the following physical
processes to be at work: (a) The electron density begins increasing due to the external
photoexcitation. (b) Correspondingly, the local electric fields then decrease over these
regions of high carrier density, followed by a progression of the electric field to an
adjacent region much like the movement of a streamer. (c) With a shift in the electric
field to an adjacent location, strong enhancements in electron density through trap-toband impact ionization then develop, which in turn lowers the local field dramatically.
Thus, a positive feedback cycle with a moving charge domain is initiated.
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Figure 4.23: Predicted time dependent current for applied field of 150 kV/cm in GaN
PCSS with defect levels of 1.3 and 1.9 eV below the conduction band.

(a)
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(b)
Figure 4.24: Simulation results of time dependent current at an average 150 kV/cm
applied field GaN with defect level of 1.6 eV below the conduction band at: (a) defect
densities of 1022 m-3 and 1023 m-3 and (b) a density of 1021 m-3.

Next, the possible effect of variation in the defect level was probed. In Figure
4.23, results from two simulations incorporating a single trap at 1.3 and 1.9 eV under
conduction band are shown. The shallow 1.3 eV case leads to a fairly rapid decay of the
photoconductive current; while a secondary bump leading to a local maxima is seen for
the 1.9 eV simulation. Though a persistent current was not predicted with for the 1.9 eV
case, the long-lived conduction could still be beneficial for increasing the PCSS
efficiency. In any event, the simulations suggest that a midgap level for GaN would likely
be most beneficial for Lock-On. The result does indicate though that states below the
mid-gap may still be better at promoting Lock-On since these states tend to be occupied.
This also suggests that electron-initiated trap-to-band processes are more important and
dominant.
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Since a defect level 1.6 eV below the conduction band showed promise for LockOn (as in Figure 3), simulations were carried out to investigate the role of trap density.
The results obtained are shown in Figure 4.24 for densities of 1021 m-3, 1022 m-3 and 1023
m-3. As evident from Figure 4.24(a), persistent conductivity is predicted at the two higher
concentrations. The current though, is substantially larger for the 1023 m-3 case. These
two curves were obtained for a photo-excitation peak at 17 ns. For the 1023 m-3 case, the
high level of occupied trap density quickly leads to trap-to-band generation via the
impact ionization process. This increases the current around 12 ns as seen in Figure
4.24(a), with additional peak at 17 ns associated with the photoexcitation maxima. For
1023 m-3 trap density, this process starts at 17 ns with a very small peak at this time that is
barely visible. However, around 25 ns, high field domain is fully created and is high
enough to turn on impact ionization. Consequently, a sharp current rise starts from
roughly this time.
At the lowest density of 1021 m-3, the simulation result of Figure 4.24(b) does not
predict any Lock-On. Though simulations are shown only to 60 ns, the current magnitude
(though not shown over longer times) was seen to fall monotonically. Thus, the central
point is that the trap density does play an important role in facilitating a continued supply
of mobile electrons and holes into the system through trap-to-band impact ionization. In
actual practice though, very high current densities [as in Figure 4.24(a)] may not as
unlikely for the following reasons. (i) The energy may not coincide with such optimal
mid-gap levels, (ii) it would be difficulty to attain such high defect densities uniformly
across a sample, (iii) excessive localized heating would reduce the carrier mobilities, (iv)
high carrier energies in such regions would lead to a quick spatial dispersion of the
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carrier population due to temperature gradients, thereby reducing the ionization rate, and
(v) the high currents would naturally cause sharp reduction in the internal fields due to
large voltage drops across the external circuit. However, the presence or initiation of a
high current density region would likely lead to greater emission from traps, which would
further increase the internal current, reduce the device fields due to stronger space-charge
effects, and impart a current-controlled negative differential conductivity (NDC). The
NDC would lead to filamentation [116, 117], as has been observed in SI-GaAs PCSS
devices.
For completeness, the role of a second trap level in influencing Lock-On was
probed. Practically most SI-GaN samples have multiple traps and impurities (and this is
also shown in the SIMS data of Figure 4.19), and so an analysis to gauge the trend and
resulting changes is a constructive exercise. Since the level at 1.3 eV below the
conduction band (CB) did not yield Lock-On (Figure 4.23), this energy was used, and in
addition a 1.0 eV trap below the CB was chosen. The density at 1.3 eV was taken to be
1022 m-3, while that at 1.0 eV was varied. Results are shown in Figure 4.25. At the lower
density of 5x1019 m-3, the second level can be seen to have virtually no effect, and results
are similar to those of Figure 4.23.
However, at a slightly increased density of 5x1020 m-3, a slow but delayed
increase is predicted. This lends support to the notion that the presence of multiple levels
would promote Lock-On in GaN.
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Figure 4.26: Predicted temporal current at a 150 kV/cm average threshold field in GaN.
One energy level 1.3 eV below the conduction band (CB) at 1022 m-3 and another 1.0 eV
below the CB. Densities of 5x1019 m-3 and 5x1020 m-3 were used.

Finally, it may be pointed out that the present model-based simulations seem to
indicate the possibility of Lock-On. However, various actual parameters such as the
capture cross-sections, ionization coefficients for both the hole- and electron initiated
trap-to-band processes, or trap densities with details on possible concentration profiles,
have not been characterized, and their values remain unknown. Hence, the model results
cannot provide accurate predictions, but merely qualitative trends and physics-based
probable outcomes.

4.6 Two-Dimensional (2D) Simulations for Wide Band Gap Materials
Our simulation with 1D time dependent model produces results which matches
pretty well with experimental results and provides conclusive physical explanation for
Lock-On. However, 1D modeling has some shortcomings. For example, we have seen
fast moving high field domains travelling inside device which is similar to observed
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current filaments experimentally. To probe the origin, propagation and other properties of
filaments, two-dimensional (2D) analysis is necessary. 2D modeling will also provide
flexibility of simulation with vertical and lateral devices, position of electrodes. But 2D
simulation is challenging in terms of numerical stability especially for PCSS. In PCSS,
huge number of carriers are generated in a very short time inside a device where high
field is present at the corner edges. This is not only an issue for simulation, but also
causes local heating, crack formation and thermal runaway. So it is reasonable to
investigate some of the potential issues that may generate with 2D simulation. Recent
work by our group has shown crack formation in the SiC at the SiC/metal interface [118]
in a variety of device structures. Although this experiment has been done for SiC, the
result is important for GaN based material also since the two materials have similar band
gap, breakdown field. It was hypothesized that the underlying cause of the observed
cracks was the result of large current densities, or the high electric ﬁelds at the contactSiC interface. Experimental optical microscope images confirm that the cracks form
primarily near the surface and at points of greatest ﬁeld enhancement [118]. It is clearly
beneficial to mitigate the peak electric fields, or at least re-shape their distribution and
suppress spatially localized peaks. Towards this end, a combination of two strategies is
proposed [119]. The first makes use of an extension of the metal contact to shape the
potential, an idea originally proposed in the context of silicon planar diodes [120]. The
concept is similar to the field plates used to mitigate the IPE in GaN High Electron
Mobility (HEMT) structures [121], and also implemented in other instances for GaAsand GaN-based devices [122, 123]. The extension of metal contacts should offer an
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extended surface for termination of the field lines, thus effectively spreading the electric
field over a larger distance and lowering the field crowding at the metal edges.

Figure 4.27: Schematic of the geometries of the 4H-SiC PCSS used in the simulations. (a)
Basic geometry as reported in Ref. 118. (b) Mesa structure with metal extensions at both
the anode and cathode ends, and (c) a similar PCSS mesa structure with metal overhang
over HfO2 material, (d) metal extensions over a thin HfO2 layer that spans the entire
length between the two electrodes.
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The second feature involves the use of high-k dielectric materials to cover the
surface of the SiC PCSS to further mitigate the fields. Schematics (not to scale) of the
proposed structures are shown in Figs. 1. The basic PCSS dimensions and shape without
any metal overhang or surface dielectric layer is shown in Fig. 1(a). The sizes chosen
correspond to the devices tested in a recent report by Mauch et al. [118]. The figure
shows a 300 nm thick Ni-doped SiC layer just below the contacts to reduce the contact
resistance of the PCSS. Use of a metal overhang on top of the SiC is shown in figure
4.27(b) with the metal extension of length L at each side. Next, the use of a similar mesastructure but with HfO2 as a high-k dielectric sandwiched between the metallic contact
extension and the SiC bulk is depicted in Fig. 4.27(c). An alternate structure employing
HfO2 is shown in Fig. 4.27(d).

It is similar to that of Fig. 4.27(c), but the metal

extensions lie over a thin HfO2 layer that spans the entire length between the two
electrodes. The high-k dielectric can transmit or extract electric flux more efficiently.
Hence, the peak fields (especially at the edges) can be expected to decrease. In addition,
since HfO2 is an insulator with a bandgap of about 5.5 eV, it presents a potential barrier
to electronic transfer from SiC and photogeneration is avoided. Hence, carriers would be
contained in SiC, and possibilities of current flow in HfO2 would be minimal. Other
high-k dielectrics, such as PZT [Pb(Zr0.53Ti0.47)O3] and Barium Strontium Titanate were
not considered since they could present potential problems associated with hysteresis
[124].
It may seem that the use of a field plate merely changes the location of the high
electric field point to the plate edge. However, as seen from Figs. 4.27(c) and 4.27(d),
this would not create any problems. The terminating points at the plate edge lie over
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HfO2 material where absorption does not take place.

Hence the usual problems

associated with regions of high currents and voltages such as hot electron effects, impact
ionization, electro-migration etc. would not occur. Furthermore, the IPE would not be an
issue in HfO2 because of the non-crystalline nature of the material.
Thus, in this research, calculations of electric field distributions in a SiC PCSS
structure employing contact extensions on a high-k HfO2 dielectric have been carried out,
with the goal of assessing reductions in the peak electric fields. For completeness,
analysis of thermal heating in a lateral PCSS structure with such modified geometries
after photoexcitation is also included. The objective of this work is to propose 2D design
for GaN PCSS for mitigated E-field and stable device.

4.6.1 Two-Dimensional (2D) Simulation Details
Calculations for the two-dimensional (2D) field and potential distributions across
the SiC PCSS structure were based on solutions of the Poisson equation using the
COMSOL Multiphysics software. A 2D triangular mesh with manual refinement was
used.

The maximum and minimum mesh sizes were set to 0.2 and 0.002 µm,

respectively. This COMSOL Multiphysics model was also used to determine the internal
device heating. The current flow leading to power dissipation represents the heat source.
Boundary conditions used for the calculations were: (i) Zero charge condition for all the
exterior boundaries (i.e., n.D =0 where D is electric displacement, and n the unit normal).
(ii) Charge conservation [i.e., n.(D1-D2)=0] for interior boundaries with zero surface
charge. (iii) Potentials VK = 0 and VA were set for the cathode and anode contacts,
respectively.
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Temperature changes due to device operation were analyzed using the COMSOL
Heat Transfer module. The governing equation upon neglecting viscous heating and
pressure-work terms is:

(4.1a)

where k (Wm-1K-1) is the thermal conductivity,
1

(kgm-1) is the mass density,

) is the specific heat capacity at constant pressure,

(Wm-3) the heat source term, and

(JKg-1K-

(K) is the absolute temperature,

the velocity vector. If both radiation and convection

effects are excluded, equation (1a) simplifies to:

(4.1b)

Thermal boundary conditions were assigned as discussed by Menozzi et al. [125]. The
bottom surface was maintained at 293̊ K, while the top SiC surface and the remaining
exterior model boundaries were considered adiabatic. The power dissipation value across
the SiC was taken to be E J (W/m2), with E being the electric field values at the interface
and J the PCSS current density. The latter was calculated as ns q υ(E) with υ(E) being the
field-dependent electron drift velocity given by [126]:

vn(E) = [μn1 |E| + μn0 |E| (|E|/E0)θ + vsat (|E|/E1)η ]/[1 +
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+ (|E|/E0)θ + (|E|/E1)η] ,

(4.2)

where η = 3, θ = -1.95, E1 = 2.8 x 107 V/m, E0 = 3.05 x 106 V/m, μn0 = 4 x 10-3 m2/Vs,
and μn1 = 0.68x10-3 m2/Vs. Also, β = 0.86, vmax = 4.8 x 105 m/s, and vsat = vmax/[1 + 0.6
exp(T/600K)]. Other rigorous Monte Carlo analyses of field-dependent drift velocity
have been reported [127,128]. However, the results vary slightly, do not lend themselves
to analytic expressions, and so for simplicity, eqn. (4.2) was used here instead.

4.6.2 Simulation Results
Results of simulations for electric field distributions in the OFF-state are
discussed first. Figure 2 shows the electric field magnitude, along SiC surface between
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Figure 4.28: Electric field magnitude versus anode-cathode distance for different
situations in the absence of any photoexcitation. A cathode-anode bias of 10 kV was
applied. (a) The basic device structure of reference 118, (b) mesa structure with metal
extensions of L= 0.5 mm at both the anode and cathode ends on a 4 μm SiC layer, and (c)
mesa structure having a 0.5 mm metal extension above a sandwiched HfO2 layer.

the anode and cathode in the absence of any photoexcitation for the device structure of
Fig. 4.27(a). The anode voltage was set at 10 kV. Two sharp peaks can be seen in Fig.
4.28(a), and these occur at the ends of the two contacts facing each other. The magnitude
are predicted to be at about 7.5 MV/cm. However, since this peak in Fig. 4.28(a) is
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concentrated at just a very small region, it might not necessarily lead to avalanche
breakdown since the total energy (which depends on the non-local path-integral) has to
reach levels above the ionization threshold for 4H-SiC. In addition, during the actual
ON-state of the PCSS, the voltage drop across the load resistor would reduce the fields
within SiC. However, the continued presence of high electric fields even in the OFFstate can be detrimental due to their potential for stressing and defect creation. Thus, for
reliability, lowering peak fields becomes an essential precaution.
Results for the electric field with metal extensions of L=0.5 mm at both the anode
and cathode ends on top of a t=4 μm thick SiC layer [as in Fig. 4.27(b)], are given in Fig.
4.28(b). Though the general trends and structure remains unchanged, the magnitudes are
much lower with the peak field at about 3.2 MV/cm. However, with a high-k HfO2
dielectric layer (t=4 μm thickness) and metal extensions of L=0.5 mm at both metal
contacts, the field magnitude is predicted to drop even further to about 2.6 MV/cm in Fig.
4.28(c). This is roughly at a 34.6% level (i.e., a 65.4% reduction) relative to the peak
value of Fig. 4.28(a).
Given that the use of a metal extension leads to field re-distribution and
mitigation of magnitudes, calculations were next performed to gauge the extent of this
reduction on changes in length (L) and the thickness (t) of the HfO2 (or SiC) layer
immediately below the metal. Qualitatively, one expects the operable device voltage to
increase with increasing L as the electric field profiles are lowered. However, such
lowering of the field profiles cannot continue since the anode-to-cathode distance shrinks.
Hence, beyond a certain point, the electric field will begin to start increasing past a local
minima. Ideally, the overhang length corresponding to the minimum peak field would be
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the maximal extent of the metallic contacts. A secondary issue with regards to increasing
the metal overhang is that it comes at the expense of lower optical throughput at the top
surface. This would reduce electron-hole creation and lower the optical conversion.
efficiency

Figure 4.29: Results for the peak electric field magnitude as a function of the metal
extension length L. The two plots shown correspond to the metal overhang above either
SiC or HfO2 as shown in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c). A thickness of t=4 μm below the metal
overhang was chosen for both the SiC and HfO2 calculations.

Also, while an increase in thickness (t) of the under-layer (say HfO2) can be
expected to reduce the fields within the electrically active region, too large a thickness
would lower the carrier drift velocities and collection efficiencies at the electrodes.
Hence, in principle, double-(or stepped) metal plate structures could perhaps be a more
adroit possibility for field mitigation. However, such advanced strategies are expected to
produce only incremental gain, but would come at the expense of non-trivial increases in
fabrication complexity. A study into such varied structures is beyond the present scope.
Also, optical absorption leading to surface plasmon polaritons at the overhang would
prevent efficient transfer energy into the SiC [128].
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Figure 4.29 shows the results for the peak electric field magnitude as a function of
the metal extension length L, again along the SiC surface between the anode and the
cathode. The structures of Figs. 4.27(b) and 4.27(c) were used, and a uniform mesa
thickness of t=4 μm was chosen for these calculations.

The two curves shown

correspond to the metal overhang above SiC and HfO2, respectively. From the figure, an
initial drop in the peak electric field magnitude is seen to occur in both cases. This is
then followed by gradual increases roughly beyond 0.5 mm.

So from a practical

standpoint, metal extensions of about L=0.5 mm for this geomtery and structure would be
optimal. For HfO2, the peak field is predicted to be reduced down to 2.5 MV/cm, which
is about 33% of the untreated structure.

Figure 4.30: Peak electric field magnitudes as a function of the oxide thickness t. The
two curves represent structures with the HfO2 layer covering the entire region between
the electrodes, and a partial mesa coverage. A contact metal extension of L = 0.5 mm on
each of the anode and cathode sides was used for both structures.

Based on this result of an optimal length L of 0.5 mm with the HfO2 layer,
variation of the fields with thickness t was probed next, and values of the electric field
shown along the SiC surface. One structure had a HfO2 layer of uniform thichness t
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spanning the entire length between the anode-to- cathode as in Fig. 4.27(d); while the
other consisted of a mesa-structure with the HfO2 spanning only a distance L from each
electrode as shown in Fig. 4.27(c).
Figure 4.30 reveals the peak electric field magnitudes as a function of the oxide
thickness. The result indicates that a uniform HfO2 layer produces a fairly significant
reduction in the peak electric field. Figure 4.30 also shows that HfO2 is not as efficient at
reducing the fields, unless a thickness of at least 2.5 microns is employed. Given that a
mesa design with a thicker HfO2 layer would take longer to grow the oxide and involve
more processing, the thin HfO2 layer (say 0.5 μm) uniformly spaning the electrodes might
be a better option. However, this electrostatic analysis did not include other possible
effects such as the formation of interface defects at the HfO2-SiC interface, or the bandbending at the interface. A complete analysis of such interfacial properties is beyond the
present scope, and would require approaches based on density functional theory [130].

Figure 4.31: Calculated results of the peak temperature versus time in the PCSS at a 20
kV bias with L = 0.5 mm and a uniform 0.5 μm HfO2 layer spanning between the
electrodes. A 293̊ K ambient was used.
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For completeness, the issue of device heating was studied to probe the potential
for temperature increases. Only a limited number of studies have been devoted to the
thermal behavior of photoconductive switches [131,132].

Here, calculations were

performed for an electric pulse with duration that is typical for the SiC PCSS devices
being tested within our group. The actual pulses have a rise time of about 2.5 ns, an ON
time of ~6.5 ns, followed by an exponential decay time of 10 ns in keeping with
experiments; and the average conductivity within the PCSS following photoexcitation
was set at 3 S/m in keeping with experimental measurements. The aim was to compute
the temperature profile within SiC at a 20 kV bias for the case of a metal overhang L =
0.5 mm with a uniform 0.5 μm HfO2 layer extending between both electrodes.
A very simple and crude estimate of the temperature rise after a 8 ns time interval
can be obtained from eqn. (4.1b). Ignoring diffusive thermal transport at the nanosecond
time scales, ΔT ~ Q (Δt)/[ρ Cp] = σE2(Δt)/[ρ Cp], where the power density source term is
represented by σE2. For values in the present SiC context: ΔT ~ 4.5 (2x108)2(8x109

)/[3210x750] ~ 600K, which yields a net local temperature of about 900̊ K for a ~300̊ K

ambient. This value is below the melting points of both the SiC(~3000̊ K) and the gold
contacts (1330̊ K). Without the modified structures, the electric fields would have been
much higher. However in actual practice, the use of the L = 0.5 mm metal overhang
implies that laser generated electron-hole production in the SiC would be blocked off to
some degree because of the overhang, and so the laser spot size might need to be suitably
shaped. Also, the power density term Q near the contacts might actually be smaller than
estimated. The time interval for carrier drift across the 0.5 mm span below the metal
extension, based on a saturation velocity of 105 m/s is about 4.5 ns. Given the short
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duration (~8ns) of the overall laser pulse and the recombination centers deliberately
incorporated in SiC to facilitate fast turn-off [118], the ~4.5ns delay associated with
carrier drift is a fairly significant fraction (on the relevant nanosecond timescales) and
should help alleviate local heating. Figure 4.31 shows the time evolution of the peak
temperature across the SiC surface at a 20 kV bias with the L = 0.5 mm over a uniform
0.5 μm HfO2 layer between electrodes. The predicted temperature increase is seen to be
about 980̊ K, and is well below the melting points for either SiC or gold.

This

demonstrates that thermal heating for this modified structure should not cause excessive
internal stresses or defects or other thermal degradation in the SiC PCSS.
The simulation results show that a combination of the two approaches could
produce up to a ~67% reduction in peak fields. The reduced values were well below the
threshold for breakdown in SiC material using biasing close to experimental reports. For
the device dimensions studied, our analysis suggests that using a HfO2 cap layer as thin
as 0.5 μm above the bulk SiC PCSS, together with a 0.5 mm metal extension would be
very effective. The recipe is robust, and similar calculations could be carried out for
obtaining the optimized values for other device sizes to protect against field-driven
device failure. Finally, our calculations showed that upon field mitigation, the internal
temperature rise would also be controlled. A maximum value of 980 K was obtained
here for a 8 ns electrical pulse at a 20 kV external bias; well below the limits for
generating local cracks/defects, thermal runaway [133], or other deleterious effects [134].
For completeness, it may be mentioned that the present analysis does not address the
potential issue of "surface flashover". This effect could be mitigated by using oil or
Fluorinert instead of air as the surrounding medium.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND SCOPE FOR FUTURE WORK

5.1 Summarizing Conclusions
The time-dependent response of bulk semi-insulating GaAs, InP and GaN
materials to laser excitation was studied based on one-dimensional, time-dependent
simulations.

The focus was to model the Lock-On phenomenon, with quantitative

evaluations into the role of the various mechanisms that could potentially drive the PCSS
into this persistent conductivity mode. The model solved the continuity equations based
on the continuum drift-diffusion theory, included a Poisson solver for self-consistent
electric fields, and a circuit resistor for external effects. Our treatment also included trapto-band impact ionization, time- and space-dependent photoexcitation, negative
differential resistance, injection from the contacts, and the mechanism of photon
recycling.
The numerical results show that spatially nonuniform electric fields can be
created by the spatially nonuniform laser excitation, space-charge separation, and the
intervalley transfers. The local field enhancements help boost trap-to-band impact
ionization, which then furnishes a supply of mobile charge to help sustain currents. This
leads to an internal gain mechanism above a threshold average field, and traps play a
central role. Our results also suggest that photon recycling is a contributing factor in
achieving. Predictions were indicative of a persistent current above an average field of
3.5 kV/cm for GaAs, 10kV/cm for InP. Our result is in keeping with experimental
observations of a threshold Lock-On value [29]. In addition, the simulations results
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obtained compared well with actual data obtained by Shi et al. [36] for GaAs. These
values obtained were also in the same range as reported by the Sandia group [29].
As a result of photon recycling the temporal photocurrent response was seen to
depend on the illumination intensity. Persistent current for an adequately large electric
field only resulted when the photo-generation rate was strong. Such a dependence on
illumination intensity is also in keeping with observations. Yet another result of the
present study was the role played by the location of the illuminating optical excitation. In
particular, with illumination that was deliberately centered close to the cathode contact, a
much higher photocurrent was predicted, and the Lock-On seen to be easier to attain.
This result is in keeping with many past experimental reports on GaAs. The associated
physics ties into the high field creation towards the anode side, and role of hole-initiated
impact ionization, and the creation of near charge neutral plasma with an effective
internal dual-injection. Finally, since the presence of cathode-side photoexcitation would
create a pool of mobile carriers, this charge would likely work to mitigate lateral
inhomogeneities in current injection. Consequently, the likelihood of filamentary growth
in the PCSS device can be expected to be quenched to a degree. This would provide for a
more stable operation and has been reported in actual experiments [104]. The actual
physics of filamentation, however, will require two-dimensional simulations.
The research carried out in this dissertation work also suggests that Lock-On
could be attainable in GaN PCSS. For example, our results showed Lock-On to occur at
an initial average threshold field of 150kV/cm. This threshold field (and also the
corresponding holding field which is usually less than the holding value) can vary
depending on the trap characteristics. SIMS analysis did reveal the GaN to be doped with
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different impurities such as Fe, Mn, C, and so multiple trap levels at different energies are
expected. These changes in defect energy and presence of multiple levels were shown to
change the Lock-On fields. The main findings are that compensated GaN with deeper
traps nearer the midgap at higher densities, and/or multiple levels around the mid-gap
would promote Lock-On. Thus, tailoring energy levels and their densities are important
tasks for attaining successful Lock-On in GaN. Multiple levels would likely not stoke
losses in mobile charge through indirect recombination, since the capture rates would be
strongly reduced in the high field environment [134, 135]. However, detailed information
for the GaN material characteristics and traps is as yet unavailable, though their existence
is known [136, 137]. Lock-On is also associated with current filamentation, and the high
current densities obtained here in some scenarios would lead to such behavior based on
NDC.
Finally, we investigated some high field generated issues with SiC PCSS. New
structures are proposed and it has been shown that with our proposed design, the electricfield and internal device temperatures can both be reduced to ensure high reliability and
stability of the device.

5.2 Future Work
The work presented here based on a 1D physics-based model explained Lock-On
and its relevant features quite well. But still there is scope for further developments and
improvements. For example, this model can be extended to two-dimensions (2D) for
more accurate depiction of the experimental scenario. Although, the 1D model shows
moving high field domains similar to a filamentary process, actual filamentation can
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never be attained from a 1D scheme. A 2D analysis is essential to obtain filamentation,
and to understand their physical nature and physical processes at work that support such
filaments. Also, temperature profiles and internal temperature increases should also be
obtained to best model the response and predict potential device issues such as instability,
thermal runaway etc.
Finally, GaN is still not well studied material. There is continuous effort going on
to fabricate high quality, defect less material. Our model used some fitting parameters for
GaN, based on best estimate extrapolation from GaAs. Over time, these properties will be
known and further simulations are still possible with GaN using the updated knowledge.
Last but not the least, different geometries and structures could also be simulated,
as part of the future on-going effort. For instance, different lateral and vertical geometries
should be probed. The 2D capability would allow a more detailed investigation of
filamentation, surface effects such as flashover, and even provide comparisons between
the various geometric structures in terms of breakdown strength, hold-off voltage and
Lock-On capability.
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